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A Humanities Perspective
On Censorship Issues
ast year when a parent demanded that Poetry in America be removed
form School libraries in Okaloosa County Florida, for "inciting vio
lence," a community group arranged for Nikki Giovanni, whose
work was published in the book, to speak with school officials. The
Okaloosa School Board then voted to keep the book on the library shelves.
Would-be censors like the complaining parents are fearful, The fear
may be of what we do not understand or even of each other. The humanities
help break down boundaries between people by finding the universals within
our individual experiences. They also help us understand that "right" and
"wrong" or "art" and "pornography" are definitions that are deeply embedded
in our own personal histories and values,
Our view of whether or not to censor may also depend on our role in
society. We may read about the controversy in Okaloosa and react very differ
ently depending on whether we are parents, writers, school administrators,
teachers, or members of a minority community. A decade ago, the Ethics in
America series visited Florida for a panel discussion of censorship. Harvard law
professor Arthur Miller’s first hypothetical case seemed a snap. A fundamen
talist preacher wants school authorities to remove from the required reading list
a racy Tennessee Williams’ play. None of the panelists seemed sympathetic to
the minister
or the notion that his daughter be given an alternative assign
ment. Then Miller turned the tables. What if your daughter is Jewish in a
school with few Jews? What if her class is assigned The Merchant of Venice? Is
this a different case? Might she be allowed to study some other Shakespeare
play?
No author in this edition of FORUM advocates unconditional free
speech. Every author recognizes instances, when, with some degree of reluc
tance, he or she would agree to limiting another’s freedom of speech. In these
instances when values conflict
freedom of speech versus the freedom from
obscenity or freedom from violent language, or freedom from hate language,
the humanities contribute the framework for meaningful discussion and the
opportunity to foster a communal vision.
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Now for some very important news from the Florida Humanities Council:
The Florida Center for Teachers, a FHC program, will soon have a permanent
home on the St. Petersburg campus of the University of South Florida. The
state of florida has appropriated $5.1 million to build a headquarters for the
Florida Center for Teachers, dedicated to the recognition and renewal of
Florida’s finest educators.
Betty Castor, president of the University of South Florida, is a long-time
advocate for the humanities and for excellence in teaching. Six years ago, while
Commissioner of Education, President Castor visited a similar program in
North Carolina. Upon her return, she asked the Florida Humanities Council to
study the feasibility of establishing a center in Florida that would offer weeklong, intellectually rigorous residential seminars to outstanding teachers. The
Florida Humanities Council has designed and operated such a program, using
rented space, for the past five years.
This new headquarters building will be a permanent home for the
Florida Center for Teachers. There are 150,000 public school teachers in Florida;
some of these teachers now work on a year-round schedule; many work in the
summer when we have offered seminars. This new facility will enable us to
serve more teachers we hope to host approximately 2,000 teachers per year by
2001, at a lower cost, throughout the calendar year. Importantly, this new
headquarters building is a recognition of the crucial contribution teachers make
to the future of our children and our state.
Ann Henderson
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BY

RAYMOND

ARSENAL LI

ike Michael Dukakis, the beleaguered 1988
presidential candidate from Massachusetts, I
am a card-carrying member of the ACLU. I
have been an advocate of civil liberties in gen
eral and free speech in particular all my adult
life. Like most of my fellow ACLU members, I
deplore censorship in its many guiseswhether it be directed at literature in schools
and libraries, cutting-edge artistic creations, or
non-conforming political views.
Why? The short history of censorship that
follows is a parade of authoritarian absurdities.
Much of what has been censored through the ages and over the last
150 years in Florida, in retrospect, isn’t dangerous or harmful at all.
Some of the orthodoxies defended turn out over time to have been
downright wrong. Take, for example, "the Southern way of life"
invoked by white supremacists against advocates of racial equality.
Don’t infer from my opposition to censorship, however, that I
am a fan of violent pornography or an apologist for misogynist rap
music lyrics. I am also a parent, and I am concerned like so many
others about the cheapening of popular culture. Even here, though,
censorship doesn’t seem to me the way to go. It is condescending
and often counterproductive to treat children as if they are mental
ly ill. Raising children with strong enough values to sort through
the chaff is the better solution.
Civil libertarians like me acknowledge the government’s limit-

ed right to restrict the "time, place, and manner" of speech in the
interest of public safety But we insist that the restrictions must be
"content neutral." In our view, the Constitution protects even the
most offensive speech; in a true democracy, citizens have the right
to be insensitive or disgusting or blasphemous-indeed, they have
"the right to be wrong," as one ACLU official put it.
Almost all ACLU members recognize that in the real world,
absolute adherence to this ideal is impossible and perhaps even
socially undesirable. At the same time, we are convinced that
before deviating from an absolute commitment to free speech, we
should make sure that the reason for doing so is truly compelling,
as in the case of child pornography or tactical secrecy on the battle
field.
Contrast that view with the perspective of the American
Family Association, the Christian Coalition led by Florida native
Ralph Reed or the Coral Ridge Ministries headquartered in Ft.
Lauderdale.
In the God-fearing nation they seek to
"reclaim," there is no place for "filthy" books and movies, gay
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IN THE IBSOs, GOVERNOR SIDNEY J. CATTS THE
‘CRACKER MESSIAH’ CRUSADED AGAINST
ROMAN CATHOLICISM. THEN HE VOWED TO
PURGE THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA LIBRARY
OF OBJECTIONABLE BOOKS AND DISMISS A
PROFESSOR FOR TEACHING EVOLUTION.

designated protector of social and political order, the censor
had authority to prohibit unacceptable speech or behavior
* and to punish violators.
*
Later polities seldom gave supreme censorial power to
a single official, but censorship in different forms persisted
into the Middle Ages and beyond, flourishing under popes,
kings, and parliaments. When Gutenberg’s invention of the
printing press in 1450 threatened to overwhelm the status
quo with the wider, less controlled spread of knowledge,
the English government responded with highly restrictive
licensing laws.
Draconian variations on the theme are too numerous to
treat in detail here: inquisitions in Spain, witch burnings in
France, travel bans in Japan and China. But even a com
pressed history of censorship should pause to note the pre
eminent censor of modern times, the Roman Catholic
Church. The Church issued its first Index of Prohibited
Books in 1559, as part of a clerical holy war against heresy

teachers, or "Godless Marxists." Public opinion polls indi
cate that most Floridians-including most devout
Christians-don’t go as far as these groups in putting pub
lic morality and piety ahead of civil liberties. But many of
these same citizens also have reservations about the
ACLU’s position on the First Amendment. Despite an
abstract commitment to the ideal of free speech, they are
willing to accept content-based restrictions that promote
civility social order, and political stability The lure of cen
sorship is still very much with us. It is a lure to be resisted.
Censorship is as old as human history Wherever and
whenever daring or discontented individuals have
expressed themselves, other individuals-often backed by
established institutions-have tried to limit that expression.
Political leaders of every persuasion have claimed censori
al authority and philosophers from Plato to Jean-Jacques
Rousseau to Herbert Marcuse have touted censorship as a
prerequisite for social progress. The method and degree of
censorship-and the rationale for its use-have varied from
society to society and from era to era, but the urge to stifle
dissent and to eliminate heretical or deviant behavior has
been almost universal. In ancient Greece, in medieval
England, in modern Florida, the iron law of human dis
course has prevailed: to challenge the political, religious or
moral orthodoxy is to invite not only reaction but suppres
sion.
As a codified function of the state, censorship goes back
at least as far as the early Roman republic. The Latin root
word for censorship means "to evaluate officially" and in
ancient Rome, the primary responsibility of the censor was
to tabulate an official census of the city’s population. Over
time, however, he took on additional duties, including
maintenance of the moral well-being of the citizenry As the
6
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However, the dreaded index later evolved into a crusade
against immorality, obscenity, and cultural deviance. When
the practice was at last abandonned after issuance of a final
Index in 1966, sexually explicit works dominated the long
list of banned books.
With the maturation of the nation-state in the 17th and
1 18th centuries, secular censorship came to the fore. During
the so-called Age of Absolutism, monarchs imposed tight
controls over public speech, and even in the emerging
American republic there were countercurrents of repres
sion. The Alien and Sedition Acts followed hard on the
heels of the Revolution, and government officials at all lev
els tried to temper the democratic spirit with legal and
extralegal restrictions. At the same time, as Alexis de
Tocqueville noted in the 1830s, the emergence of mass cul
ture legitimized the "tyranny of the majority" In this con
text, self-censorship became the engine of social acceptance
and upward mobility
The Victorian era made explicit the notion that censor
ship protects those on the bottom rungs of society Anthony
Comstock’s New York Society for the Suppression of Vice,
founded in 1873, claimed to protect children, women, and
other vulnerable citizens from unsavory influences. The
media technologies of the 20th century eventually stymied
this extreme form of paternalism. How Comstock would
respond to a modern-day assortment of hippies, Yippies,
porno queens, gay activists, radical feminists, guerilla
poets, gangsta-rappers, cybersex hackers, and sexual
swingers can only be imagined. But he would be pleased
that his ideological descendants in the Ralph Reed, Bill
Bennett mode are still trying to stuff the libertarian genie
back into the bottle.
Ironically, the same technology that created new outlets

for political and artistic expression also made it easier for
governments, corporations, and other potential censors to
monitor and control that expression. During and after
World War II, the national security state breathed new life
into the concept of official censorship, especially in the
political realm. As the Cold War deepened, many defended
strict limits on political dissent as a prerequisite for selfpreservation. During the turbulent 1960s, civil rights and
antiwar activists tested the limits of censorship, often in the
unrestrained language of an increasingly radical counter
culture. But as the age of Aquarius shaded into the age of
the weathermen, the nation made a rightward turn that led
to Nixonian repression and the atavistic conservatism of the
Reagan era.
With the passing of the Cold War in the late l980s, the
surge of overtly nationalistic censorship subsided. But the
accompanying tidal wave of moralistic censorship-a wave
driven by the determination of born-again Christians to
return America to its moral moorings-continued to gain
force. Steering the Republican party towards the "politics of
righteousness," a self-described "moral majority" which
some critics insisted was neither moral nor a majority
endorsed a broad program of governmental censorship. For
the most part, liberals, moderates, and libertarian conserv
atives opposed the born-again program, but in some cases,

such as the recent Communications Decency Act, even mid
dle-of-the-road Democrats including President Bill
Clinton joined the pro-censorship coalition.
At the other end of the political spectrum, a renewed
desire to balance the ideals of liberty and equality produced
a movement to discourage and even outlaw "politically
incorrect" speech. At the urging of anti-defamation activists
and other "progressives," state legislators, school adminis
trators, and corporate executives instituted a spate of
restrictive "hate speech" laws, campus codes, and corpo
rate directives. As early as 1966, an International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights sanctioned "the legal prohibi
tion of speech that advocates national, racial, or religious
hatred and constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostil
ity, or violence." When the United States Senate ratified the
Covenant in 1992, the ratification document contained a list
of caveats, including the reiteration that the First
Amendment protects unpopular speech. But, in truth, the
Supreme Court has yet to issue a definitive judgment on the
constitutionality of enforced civility.
*

*

*

Floridians have had their own rich experience of cen
sorship. During 150 years of statehood, we have passed

CHARLEY JOHNS’ FLORIDA LEGISLATIVE INVES
TIGATIVE COM1%IITTEE BEGAN BY LOOKING INTO
THE NAACP AND OTHER RACIAL AGITATORS. BY
THE TIME IT DISBANDED IN 1965, THE JOHNS
COMMITTEE HAD A LONG HISTORY OF WITCH
HIJT"JTING HOMOSEXUALS AND FREE-THINKING
TEACHERS AND PROFESSORS.

I

*

*
*
*
*
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laws discouraging or prohibiting blasphemy, obscenity sex
ual perversion, anarchism, Communism, labor agitation,
and even the defaming of Florida fruits and vegetables!
Until recently, the abiding preoccupation of Florida
lawmakers was the suppression of racial heresy In the ante
bellum period white supremacist politicians used legal and
extralegal means to silence the proponents of emancipation
and equal rights. From Key West to Pensacola, postal
inspectors confiscated abolitionist books and pamphlets,
county sheriffs arrested free blacks and other suspected
troublemakers, and vigilant citizens intimidated anyone
who challenged the racial status quo.
During Radical Reconstruction, ex-Confederates tem
porarily found themselves on the receiving end of governmental censorship. But in the post-Reconstruction period a
rigidly enforced white supremacist "consensus" hindered
political and academic freedom and all but eliminated pub
lic dissent on matters of race. The legislature banned the
atrical productions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and other racially
liberal works, and from 1905 on, the Board of Control, the
precursor to today’s Board of Regents, kept a tight reign on
free speech in Florida’s colleges and universities. For exam
ple, in 1911 the University of Florida summarily fired
Professor Enoch Banks after he criticized the Confederacy
and used a textbook that allegedly demeaned the

y

NATURIST T.A. WYNER WAS THE SUBJECT OF
ATTENTION, OFFICIAL AND MEDIA, WHEN SHE
PARADED, COVERED ONLY BY A COPY OF THE
BILL OF RIGHTS. BUT IN 1995, HER RIGHT TO
PERFORM NUDE IN A PRODUCTION AT
MacARTHUR STATE PARK WAS UPHELD.

"Southern way of life."
In the age of Freud, Lenin, and Scopes, racial and
regional heresies were not the only targets of university
administrators. In 1920 the Board of Control forced the res
ignation of Newell Simms, an iconoclastic University of
Florida instructor who refused to buy World War I Liberty
Bonds. Following the Simms episode, Governor Sidney J.
Catts, the "Cracker Messiah" who had already led a cru
sade against Roman Catholicism, vowed to burn any book
in the University of Florida library that did not meet his
standards. Six years later, with the support of the Ku Klux
Klan, ex-governor Catts led an effort to dismiss Professor
Raymond Bellamy of the Florida State College for Women
after Bellamy endorsed the theory of evolution. The col
lege’s president, Edward Conradi, managed to save
Bellamy’s job but only after he agreed to remove several
"blasphemous" books from the college library
One might argue that until the post-World War II pop
ulation boom, florida was proudly parochial-intolerant
of dissent, indifferent to the First Amendment. But this notso-splendid isolation came to an end when the war opened
the state to new ideas and influences. Unfortunately, this
unexpected cultural awakening also roused the forces of
reaction. The unprecedented pace of change in the postwar
years was simply too jarring for some native politicians
and religious leaders.
8
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In 1949 the state senate passed a bill, sponsored by
Jacksonville’s John Mathews, that required public employ
ees to sign a loyalty oath. The house followed suit with cre
ation of a special committee empowered to investigate
"un-American activites" in Florida schools. Later that same
year Sumter Lowry of Tampa led a successful effort to pro
hibit the use of an "unpatriotic" international studies text
book at the University of Florida. Lowry also prodded the
American Legion to press for properly patriotic textbooks
in Florida schools and forced the resignation of a liberal
instructor who had the temerity to endorse the United
Nations and question the moral authority of the House Un
American Activites Committee HUAC.
As acting governor and later as a state senator, Charley
Johns of Starke brought this line of repressive thought to
full flower. Johns’ Florida Legislative Investigative
Committee was patterned on HUAC and McCarthyite in
spirit. At first it focused on th NAACP, but in the early
1960s, Johns and his colleagues turned their fire on free
thinking teachers and homosexuals. In a reign of terror
conducted through a series of star chamber proceedings,
some secret, some highly public, the committee bullied
thousands of Floridians, mined hundreds of teaching
careers, made a shambles of academic freedom, and nearly
destroyed the fledgling University of South Florida.
With a semi-pornographic, anti-gay pamphlet in 1964,
the committee went too far, alienating even some of its con
servative supporters. The committee’s excesses also
inspired a backlash among liberal and moderate floridians
who hoped to foster free expression and civil libertarian
values. In 1965, the same year the Johns Committee lost its
charter, a small but determined group of free-speech advo
cates formed the florida affiliate of the ACLU. Centered in

Miami, but with pockets of support throughout the state,
the Florida ACLU would mount a valiant and increasingly
vigorous campaign against censorship in the years that fol
lowed.
By the 1970s, McCarthyism and the Johns Committee
were fading memories, and the First Amendment, thanks
to the Warren Court, was no longer a paper tiger.
Nevertheless, Florida remained a battleground. In the "cul
ture wars" of the post-Vietnam, era, a variety of subcul
tures, from Crackers to Cubans to displaced New Yorkers,
offered a bewildering medley of views on the question of
censorship.
In 1964, Florida produced a landmark U.S. Supreme
Court decision narrowing the legal definition of obscenity
after a Miami prosecutor attempted to ban Henry Miller’s
racy novel Tropic of Cancer. More recently, Broward County
was host to the obscenity prosecution of Luther Campbell
and 2 Live Crew, a rap group known for its raunchy, misog
ynist lyrics. And two years ago, Pinellas County officials
took the extraordinary action of criminally prosecuting
Mike Diana, a young cartoonist, for disseminating draw
ings linking religion and sexual violence.
For the most part Florida judges and juries have
upheld the right to censor, especially when the restrictions
have applied to minors. But the record is mixed. Campbell

won his case. Diana lost his, though the most onerous
aspects of a bizarre house arrest imposed on him have been
lifted. In 1986 Claudia Johnson challenged the Columbia
County school board’s decision to ban Chaucer’s "The
Miller’s Tale" and Aristophanes’ Lysislrata from the high
school curriculum. Although Johnson’s attorneys proved
that excerpts from the two classics had been read by count
less high school students across the nation, a federal judge
in Jacksonville upheld the board’s decision.
In 1995, nature activist T.A. Wyner won the right to
appear in a nude beachside production at MacArthur State
Park in Palm Beach County. Jurors ruled in Wyner’s favor
even after she teased park officials with a patriotic stroll:
she wore nothing but a small copy of the Bill of Rights in
front and a few pasties stars on her behind.
As these cases suggest, the battles are numerous, and
the courts are fickle. Despite the best efforts of civil liber
tarians, local ordinances, school board decisions, and even
state laws impose a variety of restrictions on free expres
sion. In some Florida communities citizens cannot pur
chase adult books, rent x-rated movies, or see nudity in
night clubs. In many districts children cannot wear certain
t-shirts to school or find books in the library that contain
four-letter words. In many high schools teachers dare not
engage their students in serious discusions of sexual moral
ity human reproduction, AIDS, or even Darwinian theory
without fear of censure or getting fired.
The march of time, it seems, brings not more tolerance,
but new battlegrounds. In the early 1990s, Dade County
attempted to prohibit animal sacrifices by Santeria enthusi
asts, whose right to sacrificial rituals as part of their religion
was upheld by the Supreme Court. There have been strug
gles over public access cable channels as well as odd

parade and park ordinances that discourage certain politi
cal gatherings. In Miami, Gainesville, and Tampa, antiCastro "truth squads" have repeatedly threatened and
intimidated academic gatherings that have included pro
Castro speakers. And a legal challenge is still pending
against the Department of Motor Vehicles’ decision to ban
controversial vanity license plates such as "GAYDAD,"
"1M4RU486" and "KABOOM" on a Challenger plate.
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

Even a civil libertarian would have to admit that cen
sorship controversies involve some close calls and ambigu
ities. For example, in 1966 in St. Petersburg, a group led by
African-American activist Joe Waller removed an offensive
mural showing a dated and subservient version of
"Negro" life, circa 1930 from city hall. Paradoxically, this
act of political speech involved censoring someone else’s
art. WaIler, now Omali Yeshitela, is back in the news this
fall as the leader of Uhuru, a militant black separatist group
that has banned newspaper and television reporters from
its "tribunals" following civil disturbances in St.
Petersburg.
One might be of two minds, also, about a recent case
involving the display of pornographic posters at the
Jacksonville Shipyards. With some ACLU members sharply
dissenting, the organization’s legal staff defended the

employer’s right to display such materials even though a
female employee complained that the display created a
hostile workplace environment. The ACLU brief disputed
the sexual harassment claim, arguing there was no evi
dence she was the specific target of the alleged abuse. Many
members of the ACLU’s national board, some of whom
belonged to the National Organization for Women, dis
agreed. Ultimately they prevailed, and the "target
ing"requirement has been expunged from the ACLU’s offi
cial policy on sexual harassment in the workplace.
A tough call, to be sure, but even those who supported
the charge of sexual harassment were surprised by the
breadth of U.S. District Judge Howell Melton’s ruling in
favor of the plaintiff. According to Judge Melton, the law
prohibited the display, possession, or even discussion by
employer or employees of any picture depicting an indi
vidual not clothed in appropriate work attire and "drawing
attention to private portions of his or her body" Under this
ruling, anyone who brought to work a newspaper or mag
azine containing advertisements for bras or lingerie was
technically in violation of the law.
The subsequent bankruptcy of the Jacksonville
Shipyards rendered the ACLU’s appeal moot. But the
absurd illogic of Judge Melton’s order provides yet another
example of the near impossibility of restricting free expres
sion without tumbling down the slippery slope of unneces
sary and unintended censorship. In Florida, as elsewhere,
agreeing to meet on the common ground of
tolerance-ground where free and equal access to the
proverbial marketplace of ideas is a reality-is the only true
alternative to the false security of authoritarian rule.
Raymond Arsenuult is professor of history at The University
of South Florida in St. Petersburg.
W!N1ER
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DOES FREEDOM HAVE SPEED UM1TS?
or most of us, the word censorship evokes images of the
Puritans in New England, 19th-century book burnings
and school board meetings in the 1950s when mothers
in their Villager dresses stood up to denounce Mark
Twain’s Huckleberry Finn as racist or J.D. Salinger’s Catcher in
the Rye as morally scandalous.
As a result of this national experience, most Americans will
tell you flatly that they are against censorship. However, ask these
same Americans about exposing their children to the suggestive
images of Joe Camel, unrestricted pornography on the Internet,
gangsta rap, or to photos of young kids posing in erotic positions
for Calvin Klein, and you will find many of these same people sec
ond guessing themselves. This is what I would call the ‘1conservative dilemma."
As a political philosophy, conservatism stands for limited
government power, individual freedom that is both promoted and
protected, and a strong unifying moral culture supported by fami
lies and communities. Where censorship involves increasing gov
ernment regulation and increasing restrictions on individual free
dom, conservatives recoil by instinct and start spoiling for a fight
to defend their freedom.
But, what happens when the freedom we seek to defend is
the freedom to saturate civil society with images of violence,
graphic sex and profanity-images that denigrate and debase our
common culture? Does freedom have speed limits? That is the
question we need to answer.
More and more, freedom in our society has come to mean
freedom from responsibility and expression at the expense of
decency, civility, common sense and our common culture. You
might recall last spring the story of a student at the University of
Florida who decided to take live laboratory mice and drown them
in a clear, boiling, hot liquid plastic that solidified into clear cubes.
The student then took the hardened cubes with the mice
entombed inside and hung them from the ceilings of the class
rooms as a form of artistic expression. Of course, most of us who
followed the story considered this macabre in a Jeffrey Dahmer
type way. But, when campus security went to remove the cubes
from the classrooms, the students present protested that removal
of the cubes was censorship-a cry that has replaced patriotism as
the new last word of scoundrels.
William Bennett recently wrote, "What you have a right to do
is not always right to do." That is a good motto for the conserv
ative dilemma. For the liberal, the member of the ACLU or fullblown civil libertarian, there appears to be no moral component to
speech or expression-freedom of expression is absolute.
Pornography on the Internet? You have a right. Hanging micecubes" from the ceiling? You have a right.
r
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But challenge the liberal position on a moral basis, and watch
how this absolutism soon melts into hypocrisy. Instead of defend
ing the crass and uncivil speech that was encouraged by their rel
ativism, the liberals fall back on their boogie man, a new villain,
the Christian right-a label implying extremism that they can eas
ily affix to conservatives who are seeking reasonable solutions to
the dilemma. This, they have found, defuses debate on the issue
in the process, defeating free speech itself.
At one time, most of us would have proudly admitted to
being a liberal or absolutist when it came to free speech. Our
forefathers prescribed to the absolutist position in the good old
days when we were fighting for the right to criticize the King’s
policies or the right to read a classic work of literature in school.
Today, however, few of us can muster the enthusiasm to battle for
the right to expose children to the excessive violence, graphic sex
and extreme profanity that one finds on television, in the movie
theater or just sitting in front of one’s computer.
The free-speech-debate and, indeed, the world around us has
changed. As juvenile violence, out-of-wedlock births, drug abuse,
teen pregnancy have become the norm, it is becoming increasing
ly more difficult to deny that what is being shown on television
and in the movies, though not the primary cause, has played some
negative role in our cultural breakdown. Unlike the child who
reads the racial epithets in Huckleberry Finn once or even twice,
a child who sits in front of the television for four hours a day
national average is exposed to a constant barrage of violent or
sexually explicit messages that can ultimately have a profound
impact on that child’s entire perspective of life.
It is this saturation that worries me most. According to the
American Psychological Association, the average child watches up
to 8,000 made-for-TV-murders and 100,000 ads of violence just
by the end of grade school. A Lou Harris and Associates’ study
figured out that the average American is exposed to 14,000 refer
ences to sex in the course of only one year just by watching tele
vision. And, another study from Southern Illinois University found
that the frequency of profane language on television during prime
time had increased by 45 percent in only four years between 1990
and 1994. There can be no doubt about the damage this is doing
to our culture.
So, how then does a conservative resolve the tension between
protecting individual freedom and protecting our common cul
ture?
First, and most importantly, we must resist the temptation of
government intervention. When we ask government to assume
responsibility for speech content, we begin a steep descent down
the proverbial slippery slope leading to censorship and the loss of
other freedoms across the board.

e should help ;o
create a socieLy

-.8

voluntarily moves
away from accepting
v:olence, sex, drug
use and other mis
glorified images on
televi ion. . .restoring
a sense of shame in
our society-shame

for watching trash.

On the other hand, there is no threat to freedom when com
munities and people come together to set their own non-govern
mental standards through persuasion, shame, and economic influ
ence. The great tradition of free speech today is firmly rooted in
the marketplace of ideas-the notion that good ideas will prevail
over bad ideas, no matter how bad, in a marketplace that functions
in a free trade zone. It is only appropriate that the collective voice
of the people stimulate the marketplace in such a way that ensures
the bad ideas fail-democracy commands no less. This can be
accomplished on two fronts-in the cultural marketplace and the
economic marketplace.
In the cultural marketplace, we should help to create a soci
ety that voluntarily moves away from accepting violence, sex, drug
use and other mis-glorified images on television so that these
images have little popular support among viewers. This can be
accomplished through character education of our children, and a
greater sense of civility among us adults and restoring a sense of
shame in our society-shame for watching trash. We have already
started to see movement in this direction in some instances. Most
recently, when Calvin Klein initiated an ad campaign that features
young children posing in erotic positions on the sides of city
buses, the moral outcry by the people including many in the
media was so loud that the company quickly abandoned this par
ticular sales pitch.
The economic marketplace is also fertile terrain for a siege. It
would be unrealistic to think that the bottom line did not have
something to do with Calvin Klein removing its ads. This demon
strates that in the economic marketplace, we the people can also
have a significant impact. How effective do you think it would be
to get the names of daytime television advertisers, boycotting
those who buy ads for talk shows with the I-kid-you-not titles
‘I’m Marrying a 14-Year Old Boy," "Women Who Marry Their
Rapist," and "Women Discuss Their Sex Lives with Their
Mothers"?
Again, all of this comes back to us. If we begin to make the
correct decisions affecting our culture, if we go on the offensive
against the entertainment industry and its sponsors using shame,
public opinion and the pocketbook, the trash will go away, and
more importantly, there will be no government censorship and no
loss of freedom. We have taken the easy way out for too long now
by abdicating our responsibilities to government If we do it this
time and open the door to censorship, then fast will come the day
when our grandchildren will wonder what we did to let our cher
ished freedom slip slowly from our grasp. U
Jeb Bush was Republican candidate for Governor in 1994. He
is chairman of The Foundation for Florida’s Future.
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Respite in Sight
It is ambitious books of literaty
merit that draw the most protest
b

ducated people general
iy agree that a signifi
cant benefit of literature
is that it provides
insights into human
experience.
For that
reason, among others,
they feel that literary works should be
introducd and studied in our schools.
Conversely, whether educated or not,
many U.S. citizens feel that certain
aspects of the human situation should
not be mentioned, let alone studied in
the public schools. This conviction
has lead to a tension in school curricu
la which has always been present, and
which will probably never be
resolved: the rights of students and
teachers to interact on literary texts on
certain sensitive subjects versus the
strict limitation of required school text
materials.
Does a text promote serious reflec
tion or does it merely titillate? Does a
text provide motivation for valuable
critical thinking or does it simply
arouse? Anti-censorship watchdog
groups, such as People for the
American Way, the American Library
Association, the National Council of
Teachers of English, and the
International Reading Association, to
name but four, report that the inci
dence of parents’/citizens’ complaints
and challenges of the presence of cer
tain "objectionable" texts has been
growing rapidly across the nation
over the past quarter century. In fact
these groups claim that the magnitude
of recent challenges is unparalleled in

S1j,j,’ll H
the history of our country.
It seems fairly obvious to me that
as students mature, they benefit by
thinking critically about literary texts.
For instance, a thoughtful high school
reader of Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead
like one who wrote about the book on
the Tallahassee Democrat’s teen page
may find the author’s line of argu
ment captivating but, in the end, reject
Rand’s individualism as arid and val
ueless. Censors have no faith in the
ability of teachers and students to
work through a text critically. Rather
they see non-conforming ideas as dan
gerous to young and impressionable
minds.
Since the passage of the Hatch
Amendment
to
the
Omnibus
Education Bill in 1979, accompanied
by the simultaneous rapid growth in
organized criticism of school materi
als, censorship cases have come about
in school district after school district
across the nation, in rural, suburban,
and urban schools and in all geo
graphic regions. The issue has been
addressed in the national print media
and has even been featured on the
Oprah Winfrey Show, CNN, C-Span,
and 60 Minutes. Beyond our borders,
censorship debates have taken place
in the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, and other
countries of the English-speaking
world. As I write this, those debates
are heated ones, and there seems to be
no closure.
A constant voice for enlighten
ment, reason, and moderation during

the recent upsurge has been the
Washington D.C-based non-profit
group, People for the American Way.
In each of the past fourteen years this
organization has published Attacks on
the Freedom to Learn, an annual sum
mary, state-by-state, of the number,
nature, and resolutions of reported
censorship cases. The report on 1995
was released shortly after Labor Day
1996. In total numbers of challenges,
Florida has moved from a fourth place
finish in ‘1994 to third among the fifty
states in 1995. The nature of com
plaints and challenges in the Sunshine
State was broad-based and pretty gen
erally followed the national pattern of
topics and issues as focal points for
attack. In no particular order, they are
as follows:
* Profane, vulgar, obscene language
. Explicit sexual episodes
. Violence, sadism, brutality, espe
cially among young people
Satire of orthodox Christian
teachings
* Demeaning and sarcastic treat
ment of family values
* Involvement with habit-forming
substances, especially drugs and alco
hol
* Anti-patriotic events and themes
* Derision of established institu
tions: political parties, high school/
college athletics civic organizations,
etc.
* Discussion of certain infectious
diseases, especially AIDS, herpes, and

other sexually transmitted maladies
* Direct or veiled disparagement
of racial, ethnic, or religious groups,
particularly minorities the handi
capped included here
* Preoccupation with the occult,
Satanism, and/or devil worship
The report includes a list of the ten
most challenged books for the preced
ing year see list, this page.
These books imply a number of
conclusions about the current state of
America’s-and
censorship
in
florida’s-schools. In the service of
space and specificity, let me focus on
two or three.
A first matter of interest to me , as
an educator who prepares English
teachers for our middle, junior, and
senior high schools, is the presence of
Young Adult novels in this list. There
was a day when novels written about
and for teenage readers were consid
ered safe. They deliberately and con
sistently avoided any treatment of the
eleven no-no’s noted earlieit In the
past quarter century, however, Y.A.
novelists, both well known and
obscure, have often added substantial
doses of literary realism to their sto
ries, thus inciting the ire of parents, cit
izens, and content-monitoring groups.
On the 1995 list, one finds Go Ask Alice
and the novels of Lowry, Cormier, and
Peck-four of the top ten. Factor in
the texts which deal with matters con
fronting youthful characters, those by
Angelou, Twain, Walker, Salinger, and
Wright, and the incidence expands to
nine. It should be said that all of these

Most Frequently
Challenged Books
arents and religious groups this past
year asked schools across the
America to remove books for a variety
of reasons. The complaints about these
books included too much sex, violence
or profanity and dwelling on the plight
of minority groups. Here are the top
ten most frequently challenged books
for schools for 1995-1996:
1

1. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings,
by Maya Angelou
2. The Giver, by Lois Lowry
3. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
by Mark Twain
4. Of Mice and Men, by John Steinbeck
5. The Color Purple, by Alice Walker
6. The Chocolate War, by Robert
Co m ie r
7. Go Ask Alice, anonymous author
8. The Catcher in the Rye,
by iD. Salinger
9. A Day No Pigs Would Die,
by Robert Newton Peck
1O.Native Son, by Richard Wright
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novels have been popular with young
readers; some for a very long time.
Furthermore, several of them have
been the object of serious study in the
public school English classrooms of
the past half-century, a curricular deci
sion which has cost a lot of teachers
grief-and some even their jobs. So
my advice to prospective FSU middle
school/junior high English teachers:
Check carefully the content of any Y.A.
novel you are considering for use in
the classroom-and clear every choice
with the powers that be.
It is also of interest how these
books relate to the frequently censored
topics. Certainly the traditional con
cerns of bad language and sexual
activity can be found in the books on
the list. Steinbeck’s Of Mice and Men
offers generous inclusion of both. The
characters use the language of the
bunkhouse, there is ongoing discus
sion of the local whorehouse, and
Curly’s wife is described frequently in
lustful terms. Salinger’s novel also
contains both: Holden Caulfield has
an unsuccessful encounter with a hotel
prostitute, is informed by an older
male friend about the omnipresence of
predatory gay males and encounters
one in former teacher, Mr. Antolili,
and ponders frequently his virginal
state. There is an abundance of pro
fanity, used largely by the t’eenage
characters in the novel, including the
f-word six times, if you’re counting.
The Chocolate War contains a good deal
of objectionable language and includes
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masturbation and the sexual fantasies
of its male characters. Go Ask Alice,
while dwelling on drug addiction of
its female narrator/protagonist/
author, also describes a number of sex
ual incidents, including rape. In all of
this, the anonymous author pulls no
punches.
Assaults on family values can be
found in five of the books. Maya
Angelou’s gripping, autobiographical
novel describes in stark detail being
raped by her father as well as treats
other distressing aspects of her family
life. The same is generally true of The
Color Purple in which Alice Walker
traces the growing up of two closely
tied African-American sisters, a child
hood and adolescence redolent of ter
rifying familial episodes. Peck’s novel
excludes sexual incidents and contains
a very small number of profane utter
ances. The grim surrealistic nature of
family life as depicted in early 20th
century, rural Vermont, however, plus
the excruciating detail with which the
author recounts the slaughter of pigs
especially the beloved pet of the male
protagonist has caused the book to
show up on hit lists for over twenty
years. Lois Lowry’s young adult
novel, The Giver, the most recently
written 1993 of the top ten, has no
bad language and no sexual incidents.
It does represent, however, an extreme
attack on family values defining them
in terms of a futuristic society in which
family groups are organized to serve
the State willingly save the main char
acter subjugate any familial love,

dependency, or loyalty to the great
central cause. In a text reminiscent of
Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World
itself no stranger to hit lists, the story
is one of cold, mechanized people who
do not, or are not allowed to, demon
strate true family intimacy. The pro
tagonist, Noah, is similar to Huxley’s
Savage in his unwillingness to
embrace the mores of his culture and,
as a result, accepts annihilation over
capitulation.
A third point of note is that a
rapidly-emerging focus of complaints
and challenges concern negative racial
treatment of characters, settings, and
themes. Most prominent among them
is Mark Twain’s fictional classic.
During the past decade, a number of
African-American
activists have
objected to the novel’s use in high
school English classes and have, on a
number of occasions, caused it to be
removed from courses of study As
would be expected, these individuals
and groups cite the use of the n-word
and stereotypic characterization of
Jim, particularly as he is demeaned
and manipulated by Huck. Since the
novel has risen to the stature of an
American classic, it should come as no
surprise that the tug-of-war over this
novel is concerted, vituperative, and
ongoing. Though race is also a point
of contention in the texts by Wright,
Angelou, and Walker, the battles over
their works have not been waged with
the same intensity. Judith Krug,
Director of Intellectual Freedom for

Huck

.

inn: A ‘Matchless Satire’ Misunderstood

hen the Broward Pub/ic Library and Florida Center for the Book were dedi
cated in September 1984, author Justin Kaplan spoke on the stormy history
of Huckleberry Finn. Kaplan, a biographer of Mark Twain who has since
become editor of Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations, titled his talk Born To Trouble" and
noted that in its early years the book was censured, and in come cases, censored
because it violated genteel standards of social and literary decorum," with its slangy,
lower-class idiom. More recently, though, the novel has come to cause unease among
those offended by repeated uses of the n-word and Twain’s characterization of the
escaped slave, Jim, Kaplan treats that ob/ection in the following excerpt:
There is one especially biller irony in the career of Huckleberry Finn. This novel,

W

a savage indictment of a society that accepted slavery as a way of life, never the less
has come under attack in our time for its alleged "racism." In 1957, for example, the
N.A.A.C.P. condemned the book as ‘racially offensive." Such charges have supported
exclusionary actions taken in many other states. In 1982 an administrator at the Mark
Twain Intermediate School in Fairfax County, Virginia, called it "the most grotesque
example of racism I’ve ever seen in my life." In 1984 school officials in Waukegan,
Illinois, removed Huckleberry Finn from the required reading list after an alderman,
according to the Associated Press, "objected to the book’s use of the word ‘nigger."
It seems unlikely that anyone, of any color, who had actually read Huckleberry Finn,
instead of merely reading or hearing about it, and who had allowed himself or herself
even the barest minimum of intelligent response to its underlying spirit and intention,
could accuse it of being "racist" because some of its characters use offensive racial
epithets. These characters belong to their place and time, which is the Mississippi
Valley thirty years before Emancipation.
As a historical portrait of slaveholding society, Mark Twain’s novel is probably
more faithful as well as less stereotypical than Harriet Beecher Stowe’s beloved Uncle
Tom’s Cabin. And it is worth recalling that Mrs. Stowe, like most of her fellow abo
litionists, believed that there was no place for free blacks in American society-they
advocated colonization and repatriation to Africa. Mark Twain, "the most desouth
ernized of southerners," according to his friend William Dean Howells, believed that
it was henceforward the duty of white people to make amends for the crime of slav
ery. He may have been the least "racist" of all the major writers of his time, Herman
Melville excepted. Huckleberry Finn is a matchless satire on racism, bigotry, and
property rights in human beings.*

the American Library Association,
stated in an address to the
International Reading Association
meeting at New Orleans in May 1996,
that race has, for the moment, taken
the top spot among censorship issues
according to data collected by her
organization.
Of Mice and Men also merits a
word or two more. In the fall of 1986,
as a Visiting Fellow at the University
of East Anglia in Norwich, England, I
had the opportunity to visit over 20
British secondary schools: some rural,
others urban, some affluent, others
"working class." One conclusion I
drew from these visits was the great
popularity among British teachers and
students of their Steinbeck novel. It
appeared to be the most widely stud
ied American work. There is racism in
the novel. One of the bunkhouse
occupants is African-American, a man
largely ostracized by his fellow farm
workers. The workers’ dialogue fre
quently includes the n-word, one
more reason why the book has been at
or near the top of most-censored lists
in the 90s. Other recent attacks lev
eled by apostles of political sensitivity
pointedly cite the negative image of
the handicapped. Lenny, is after all
retarded-or am I allowed to use that
word today? Clearly the Steinbeck
text, also considered by some a classic,
is getting it from both ends these days.
It is not inconceivable that it will dis
appear from all schools eventually
That would be our great loss, at least
in my opinion.
The most interesting feature of the
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current hit list for censors lies in the
publication dates of the ten literary
texts listed-all novels, lest that be
overlooked. We Americans spend a lot
of time and energy identifying and
analyzing the domestic problems and
issues of our day: the trials and tribu
lations of the moment, one might say.
A representative list would undoubt
edly include the deterioration of the
family unit; the divorce rate; and
spousal/child abuse; the significance
of gay/lesbian rights, demands, and
values; job security; drug arid alcohol
addiction; the decay of the great cities;
the shaky status of juveniles. With all
of the above, plus your pet worry,
wouldn’t it seem logical that a majori
ty or at least a few, of the novels being
challenged be of recent, even very
recent vintage? Not so, when one
takes a closer look. From the top, here
are the publication dates of the current
top ten: Angelou, 1969; Lowry, 1993;
Twain, 1885; Steinbeck, 1937; Walker,
1982; Cormier, 1975; Go Ask Alice,
Anonymous, 1972; Salinger, 1951;
Peck, 1972; Wright, 1940.
Some conclusions:
The only novel written in the
90’s is The Giver; and it smacks of
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Huxleyan futurism rather than now.
* The only texts published in the
past 15 years are the Walker and
Lowry

* The past quarter-century
includes the two mentioned above and
those by Cormier, Anonymous, and
Peck; only half of the total.
* The past half-century would add
Angelou arid Salinger but still exclude
Twain, Steinbeck, and Wright
Thus, the objects of censors’ cru
sades tend to be older texts, some rec
ognized worldwide as "classics",
rather than those written by contem
porary authors writing imaginatively
about contemporary matters consid
ered controversial.
To those who would ask "so what"
about the foregoing, I would respond:
* Not a few censors don’t give a
damn about literary quality once they
get a book in their cross-hairs.
* The manner in which teachers
lead students to interact with texts is
largely irrelevant to censors, as well.
* The contexts of the offensive ele
ments, e.g. the f-word in Catcher...or
the rape scene in Caged Bird, are also
irrelevant to these crusaders.
* There are some eternal themes

or two years I worked for People for the American Way...l
helped write an annual report called, Attacks on the
--

Freedom to Learn,
Attacks is an alarming report, mainly because every year it

says that censorship is getting worse. The problem is, the num
bers that support this startling conclusion are cooked.
Here’s how it works: First, you assume that reporters want to
avoid legwork and if you present a compelling story, it will get
printed. Then you spend a year producing a document long
enough to seem exhaustively researched, understanding that
reporters will assume that research conforms to rigorous stan
dards, which of course it doesn’t.
The unjustified removal of books from classrooms does hap
pen. But, in general, textbook censorship-from what I saw in my
two years of studying it-it is a bit like littering: it happens, and it
shouldn’t, but the problem hasn’t really changed much for quite
some time. "It’s always been there. It’s not that it’s getting worse,
but it’s taking different forms," said Dalia Kandiyoti of the
National Coalition Against Censorship, prior to the release of the
1995 report. "I don’t think anyone can say that there’s been more
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out there, which talented writers
exploit-and have for centuries. Their
mention in public schools continues to
make certain good people nervous.
* The popularity and durability of
a text is a significant factor in its poten
tial for a complaint or challenge.
Classics are at least as vulnerable as
the newly published; maybe more so.
As Lee Burress once said. "Censors
attack good books, not mediocre
ones."
As we approach the 21st century
the censorship issue is alive and well,
especially in number-three-ranked
Florida would that we ranked so high
in per pupil expenditures for our
schools! To the pure in mind and
spirit, the censors of various ideologi
cal bents, books on certain real issues
seem to pose a serious threat, particu
larly those which are well written and
thus engrossing to many readers. I
have been dealing with censors such
as the above since my first year in
teaching-l957. To close on a some
what dour note, I see no end in sight.
John S. Simmons, a professor of English
Education at Florida State University in
Tallahassee, has written extensively on criti
cal reading and censorship.

textbook censorship."
The Attacks report omits this bit of truth in the interest of
publicity, because a simple, worsening trend gets ink while a com
plex, consistent issue isn’t such a sure bet. For example, PFAW’s
"most challenged book in America" which is often Of Mice and
Men but changes every year usually has elicited fewer than ten
complaints among the country’s 80,000 public schools. The
group purposely avoids giving any raw numbers to contextualize
its list of banned books, the organization’s head of communica
tions once explained to me. Of those ten complaints, most never
go beyond a gripe directed to a school librarian. Most complaints
a consistent 60 percent, by PFAW’s tally result in either very lim
ited or no restriction at all of the book in question. Of the remain
ing incidents, many involve the reassignment of books from lower
libraries to upper libraries for arguably sound reasons of age
appropriateness. The press doesn’t catch this because it doesn’t
look very hard at research that seems seems suitably alarming at
first.
Marc Herman wrote the article, excerpted here for the online
magazine Salon. It was reprinted in the October 1996 issue of
Harper’s.

Readiiig and Writing in the
Shadow of the Inquisitor
An attempt to bring literature to a juvenile
correction facility meets an unhappy end
BY GLO LA

irr -V

or more than ten years now, I have wrestled
introduced many other literacy-related activities, including
with the question of what students in Florida
a monthly publication of student writing. One of the most
public schools may read, write, view, and learn.
rewarding projects was the Dead-or-Alive Poets’ Society,
which I established after discovering that many of our
In the 1980s the junior high English department
I chaired in Bay County came under fire from
young offenders loved poetry.
religious fundamentalists, and I lived a teacher’s worst
It wasn’t long, though, before tension arose over what
students could read and write in class and later
nightmare-bitter, prolonged, and personalized
nT
attacks on teaching materials and methods. It
in the cottages. The first issue of The Dozier
took more than five years and a federal lawsuit
Journal, our publication of student writing, was
na
"too dark," the principal told me. His concerns
against the school board, superintendent, and
SCHOOLS &
about the reaction of Department of Juvenile
my principal, but eventually we prevailed. All
Justice officials prompted us to remove the
the banned and restricted books were restored,
LI BRARI ES
and we negotiated some positive changes in the
school’s name, call it simply The Journal, and
restrict its circulation to the school itself. I didn’t realize just
onerous book selection policy our school board had adopted
how much those concerns had affected me until one day
In 1990, after more than twenty years in Florida
when I passed out copies of a new Journal, one of my most
prolific poets, Kendrick, this and other student names are
schools, I left the classroom when the toll of teaching in the
shadow of the Inquisitors became too great. Some time
pseudonyms complained, "You never publish any of my
good poems-just the brown-nose stuff."
later when I was hired as a literacy consultant at one of
Despite the tension, the principal saw positive effects of
Florida’s two training schools for incarcerated adolescent
males, I naively assumed that censorship would not be an
classroom libraries and committed considerable funds to
establishing book collections in the cottages as well, so that
issue there. One of our first objectives was to establish
students would have 24-hour access to books and maga
classroom libraries and stock them with a broad range of
zines. Before I made the first order for the cottage libraries,
attractive, accessible paperback books. At the same time,
my partner, Terry Rubin, and I worked with teachers and
I went to each cottage and had informal talks with the resi
more
writing
in
the
curriculum.
We
dents about their experiences with reading, their favorite
students to include
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books, authors, magazines, and topics. I also circulated
request forms, which could be submitted at any time. Not
surprisingly, their tastes were similar to those of the gener
al public. Best-selling authors dominated the requests.
They wanted Grisham and Crichton and King. Like young
people all over the country, they liked horror fiction. They
also asked for adventure stories and poetry, history,
romance, and sports. And they wanted to read about
gangs, drugs, violence, sex, and other central issues of their
lives.
As I chose the books for the cottage libraries, I also
added Young Adult and classic books that I knew would
appeal to many Dozier readers. Many of these had been
designated as "Best Books for Young Adults" by the
American Library Association. Overall, the
collections were tailored to both the needs
and interests of the cottage residents and bal
anced as well. One of the greatest joys of my
professional life was the day I delivered
those first boxes of books to the cottages,
where I was besieged by eager readers who
couldn’t wait to get their hands on their
books.
The second wave of books was greeted
with equal enthusiasm, but then the old trou
bles resurfaced. Last October the principal
told me that he had begun to hear com
plaints and concerns about some of the
books in the cottage libraries. He had sever
al titles on his desk that had been removed
from the cottages at his direction. There
were a couple of books about gangs-Leone
Bing’s Do or Die and Nathan Mccall’s non
fiction Makes Me Wanna Holler-along with
Stephen King’s Gerald’s Game and a Dean
Koontz or two. He told me that he had returned several
controversial books to the cottages, including Judy Blume’s
Forever, but that he couldn’t defend letting sex criminals
read about sex crimes, and that the department’s policy
made gang references taboo.
Because of my previous experience with censorship, I
reacted emotionally to the removal of the books. A selfimposed furlough, and further talks with the principal,
brought me back to Dozier with a new resolve to finish out
my third year there on the same positive note that I began.
The principal was generous in his support when I came
back, allowing me to lead writing workshops under the
best possible conditions. The workshops filled up immedi
ately, and the boys were writing more and better than ever.
They also kept asking for books, and I did my best to avoid
taboo topics and themes when I filled their requests.
It was an uneasy peace, but I thought we could manage
until my contract ran out in June.
Then came the incident with Marko. For months he
had been asking me for African-American folktales. I first
gave him Virginia Hamilton’s The People Could Fly, but that
wasn’t it. After he skimmed and rejected several more col
lections, I finally asked him if he was looking for something
in particular, and he told me it was a folktale called The
Signifying Monkey. That title was new to me, but as I soon
18
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learned, the tale was a widely read and hotly debated cul
tural icon. Some of the language and imagery were strong,
but I decided to pass the tale along, with a note asking
Marko not to let it get into circulation, for fear of inflaming
the Authorities. We had talked in each writing group about
the restraints on what we could read and write at Dozier,
and I believed that Marko would understand and respect
my request. Through no fault of Marko’s, the packet con
sisting of the folktale with my note attached, and the sec
ond draft of a poem Marco had written about getting high,
with my written response-ended up in the hands of a cot
tage supervisor, who turned it over to the principal.
I was typing up students’ writing for our workshops
the next day when the principal called and told me not to
go back to Dozier. I was guilty of "encourag
ing students to defy authority," he said. I
asked him if he felt that anything I had
allowed Marko to read or write would harm
him in any way He agreed that it would not,
but he went on to say that "People here have
values," and that I was flouting them.
As a consultant rather than a tenured
teacher, I had no recourse or standing to
challenge the principal’s decision. In a polit
ical climate that often fails to protect literacy
rights, even those of regular students, simi
lar arguments on behalf of incarcerated juve
niles were doomed to failure. Earlier, when
I had asked the principal to arrange a meet
ing with teachers, cottage supervisors,
school administrators, counselors, Depart
ment of Juvenile Justice officials and social
workers to discuss these issues, he told me
that I would be laughed out of the facility if
I seriously proposed that juvenile offenders
had any rights to read or write about the central issues of
their lives.
If I had been given the opportunity, I would have
argued for bringing the taboo topics into the heart of the
correctional facility’s curriculum. Gang activity, for exam
ple, is a rich topic for reading, writing, and discussion.
Why not look critically at the issues, listen to what our res
ident experts-the students themselves-have to say, and
examine both the attraction, and the negative aspects of
gang membership, as well as the alternatives? Instead, we
sweep it all under the carpet and pride ourselves on main
taining control of the students.
Are we condoning criminality or other troublesome
behavior by reading or writing about it? I think not. When
we read Hamlet, which ends with a corpse-strewn stage, no
one accuses us of advocating murder. The message that
censorship sends to our students-regardless of their cir
cumstances-is that their authentic voices aren’t valued,
that their lives and language aren’t appropriate for school.
How many more children must we lose before we learn to
trust them to tell their own stories in their own words and
ways and to find their own truths in the books they read?
-

Gloria Pipkin lives in Lynn Haven and is coordinator of the
Florida Coalition Against Censorship.
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was open house last January for prospective stu

the work elsewhere in summer programs and include it

dents and their parents interested in the special

among their samples. Antolak’s was only a degree dif

magnet art program at Broward County’s Dillard

ferent.

High School. Rebecca Antolak’s contribution was a

Since the incident, the ACLLJ has sued the

partially-completed 10-foot sculpture of a nude male.

Broward School board on Antolak’s behalf. The sculp

Principal John Kelly took a look and decided the

ture has been removed to the Fort Lauderdale Art

sculpture needed a drape covering the genitals vari

Museum where it was the subject of a symposium on

ously described as larger-than-life" and "exaggerat

censorship.

ed" in subsequent accounts. Antolak declined to have

Principal Kelly acknowledged he was cast in the

the piece shown that way. So it was removed to a clos

bad-guy role of censor but had a comeback for his crit

et.

ics: "I simply ask the media one question: Would you
The decision did not sit well with Antolak’s fellow

print it on the front page of your newspaper in its

students, most of whom withdrew their own work

entirety or would you show it on TV in its entirety?" a

from the show. A self-portrait of Antolak, gagged, was

Sources: Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel,
Miami Herald, interview with Lorrie Maurino

briefly hung but then disappeared.
It was a new twist on an old theme. Do students
have general civil rights to express themselves in
school? Or is the school environment a special and
more limited case?

Most typically, the issue gets

joined when student newspapers try to write frankly
aboout sexual mailers or sexual diseases.

At one

Pinellas high school, the issue, some years back, was
whether the student newspaper could run a full report
of the shooting of two faculty members by a student.
In this case, it was visual art, not words. But the
principle was pretty much the same.

Kelly cited a

clause in the Broward code of student conduct stipu
lating: "Articles, pictures or comments which could be

harmful and/or cause embarassment which disrupts
the educational process of the school may not be print
ed, posted or distributed."
There is a further significance in the dispute for
serious art students like Antolak, according to her
teacher, Lorrie Maurino. A portfolio for admission to a
professional art program at a college or university
would typically include some representational figure
drawings or sculpture. While the schools do not pro
vide nude modelingfor classes, students often produce
WINTER
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ike Diana made history when he got
thrown into jail. On the last Friday of
March 1994, after being found guilty by a
Pinellas County jury, Diana was hand
cuffed and taken in a paddy wagon to the
county jail, where he spent the next three
nights, two of them in a maximum securi
ty cell.
And what was Diana’s crime? Drawing cartoons.
Diana-24 years old and working in his father’s conve
nience store at the time-is the cartoonist from Largo who
sold two issues of his photocopied comic book, Boiled Angel, to
an undercover detective and ended up being the first cartoon
ist in U.S. history to be jailed on obscenity charges.
Diana’s conviction for publishing, distributing and adver
tising obscene material was something of a political show
trial, and the comic book in question is a tawdry affair.
Nonetheless, it has been turned into a test of the protections of
free speech in the First Amendment.
The case caught the attention of the Comic Book Legal
Defense Fund, a national association of comic book artists,
which came to Diana’s defense and paid his sizable legal
expenses. Cartoons have a history of getting embroiled in cen
sorship battles, and Boiled Angel is the latest in a long line of
comic books that have landed in hot water with the law.
Diana’s case probably never would have happened if it
didn’t serve as a proxy for larger cultural and political issues.
With his stringy long hair and a devil’s tattoo, the cartoonist
served as the consummate villain for a segment of Pinellas
County, a suburban sprawl where Christian Coalition groups
do battle against T-back bathing suits on Clearwater Beach,

the X-rated sex businesses that pepper the area and other
signs of moral decay Members of the same organization that
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picketed outside the courthouse dur
ing a pre-trial hearing for Diana,
Citizens Opposed to Pornography,
mounted a protest in 1995 against
nudity in a production of Angels ii,
America, the gay-themed epic by Tony
Kushner that won a Pulitzer Prize.
Fittingly, for such a morality play,
the opposing lawyers in the Diana
case were right out of central casting.
The cartoonist was represented by a
Tampa attorney closely associated
with the sex trade, Luke Lirot, who
has dealt with First Amendment law
extensively in defending Joe Redner,
the area’s most conspicuous operator
of strip joints and a bogy man to reli
gious conservatives. The prosecutor
was Stuart Baggish, a square-jawed
young assistant state attorney-only a
few years older than Diana-and for
mer Marine sergeant.
Culturally speaking, it would take
a modern-day Faulkner to do justice to
the Diana case. Or if not a novelist,
then a cartoonist. And in fact, after the
trial was over, there was a full-page
comic strip on the saga published in
the Village Voice by Peter Kuper, a New
York artist and witness for Diana.
Titled "It’s Obscene!!," the strip
showed Diana as an innocent victim of
the forces of law and order, portrayed
as cartoon characters, with Baggish as
the bullying Sarge of "Beetle Bailey."
Boiled Angel is far from innocent.
On a visceral level, Diana’s black-andwhite line drawings would test the
limits of anyone’s belief in free speech.
They are relentless in their depiction
of graphic violence against women,
psychosexual sickness and blasphemy
toward
religion,
especially
Catholicism. Priests molesting chil
dren constitute something of a leit
motif.
The comic books also have articles
like an interview with a serial killer, a
stomach-turning short story by a con
victed murderer and accounts of
young men who committed suicide.
Diana knew exactly what he was up to
in pushing the boundaries of free
speech. In the margin of one of his
drawings, there is a quote from Miller
v. California, a landmark obscenity
case.
However,
in a
world
of
Hollywood slasher flicks and charttopping rap records that glorify cop
killers, it seemed ridiculous to go after
22
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a homemade comic book as obscene.
Boiled Angel isn’t unusual or even very
shocking in the wild and woolly genre
of underground comics. It’s solidly in
the tradition of R. Crumb, S. Clay
Wilson and other artists who came out
of the counterculture of the ‘60s to rev
olutionize cartooning.
Nor did there seem to be any
pressing reason to prosecute Diana.
There were no complaints from the
comunity about him, and it was near
ly two years after the detective bought
the comic books that the state’s
charges were filed. People would
never have heard of Boiled Angel if not
for the trial.
Diana’s cartoon fantasies were not
widely circulated. The trial included
no evidence of Boiled Angels being sold
in Pinellas County before the detective
mailed in his money order, represent
ing himself as a potential contributor
Instead, the magazine was intended
for an audience of only about 300 sub
scribers as far away as Germany and
Australia, part of a "zine" subculture
that includes thousands of small, selfpublished magazines on every imag
inable subject, from spirituality to
inside baseball to sexual perversity
Judge Walter Fullerton played
along with the show. He chose to treat
the case not as a First Amendment lit
mus test but as "just a dirty comic
book case," in the words of Lirot. A
rich lode of absurdity ran through the
week of testimony
or the prosecution,
there were a pair of
Eckerd College profes
sors debating the artis
tic intentions of Boiled
Angel. Art professor
James Crane took on
the task of analyzing a
comic strip in which a boy is buggered
by a dog. "The whole idea of homo
sexual rape by a dog-that’s not some
thing you run into every day," Crane
said. Sterling Watson, a novelist and
literature professor, argued that art
ought to have "life affirming" quali
ties-as in John Steinbeck’s The Grapes
of Wrath, he said. He concluded that
Boiled Angel didn’t have any
And then there was Kuper’s con
tention for the defense that Diana’s
drawings reminded him of Edvard
Munch’s classic painting,
"The

Scream." Diana himself spent nearly
five hours on the stand defending his
work as a mirror on society’s ills. He
said Boiled Angel was meant to be
taken as social commentary "I make it
as ugly as possible," he said. "1 want it
to make it really terrifying because
these things really terrify me."
Lirot argued the merits of Boiled
Angel but basically offered a First
Amendment defense, saying Diana
was free to express himself any way he
wanted, no matter how disgusting.
"You don’t have to like what Michael
Diana draws, but that doesn’t make it
unlawful for him to produce," he said
in his closing argument.
Baggish, however, had the last
word with the jury of three men and
three women. He told them the car
toonist was a danger to society, linking
him without a shred of evidence to
Gainesville serial killer Danny Rolling.
1-fe also argued that the community
standards of Pinellas County were at
stake. "Pinellas County has its own
identity," he said. "It doesn’t have to
accept what is acceptable in the bath
houses of San Francisco. It doesn’t
have to accept what is acceptable on
crack alley in New York."
The jury took just 90 minutes to
find Diana guilty, and Fullerton
ordered him to spend the weekend in
jail. The cartoonist’s conviction and
jailing-and the harsh sentence hand
ed down by the judge on the following
Monday-outraged defenders of free
speech. He was fined $3,000, put on
probation for three years and subject
ed to a litany of Orwellian restrictions
laid down by Fullerton, such as being
prohibited from drawing pictures that
might be construed as obscene, even
for himself. A probation officer would
be allowed to search the cartoonist or
his home to see what he might be
drawing.
Diana’s conviction was largely
upheld by a circuit court judge a year
later, and Lirot filed another appeal to
district court. The lawyer once
appealed to 17 different judges before
getting a Redner conviction over
turned, and he wouldn’t be surprised
if the Diana case went down a similar
path. "There’s no question it should be
reversed, but we realize it’s being
heard by conservative judges in a con
servative jurisdiction," Lirot said,
"We’ll go as far as necessary with the

case. Eventually, we’ll get the right
judge."
Burton Joseph, general counsel to
CBLDF, which has spent more than
$50,000 on fines and fees in the Diana
case, readily acknowledges that Boiled
Angel is not polite stuff. For that very
reason, he considers it precisely the
sort of material that the First
Amendment was intended to protect.
He says the battle for free speech gets
joined on the fringes of artistic expres
sion.
"There would be no purpose for
the First Amendment if it weren’t for
the dissident, for the anti-establish
ment point of view, for that which
offends the majority," Joseph said.
"The purpose of a lot of art is to dis
turb. It isn’t designed to soothe. Art is
not pretty landscapes. If art was sup
posed to be soothing, then we would
n’t need the First Amendment."
Diana’s case turned him into a
hero in the comic book world. "The
irony is that when Florida decided to
attack Mike, they martyrized him,"
said Stephen Bissette, a cartoonist and
comic-book historian in Marlboro, Vt.
"They’ve guaranteed that his work
will not only be remembered but also
published and studied. Before, that
would have been highly doubtful,
because there wasn’t much about
Mike’s work that set it apart from
many, many other mini-comics over
the years. But this case has established
him as a key artist in America because
of the First Amendment issue. In try
ing to stamp out his work, they’ve
enshrined it."
Bissette includes an account of
Diana’s case in a slide show called
"Journeys Into Fear" that he presents
at comic book conventions, universi
ties and libraries. The show is a histo
ry of comic-book censorship that
focuses on a campaign in the early
‘50s against EC Comics, a line of hor
ror comics published by William
Gaines. Tales From the Crypt, Haunt of
Fear, TI-ic Vault of Horror and other
comic books were blamed for causing
juvenile
delinquency
by
a
Congressional subcommittee in 1954.
EC was driven out of business, and
Gaines went on to found Mad maga
zine.
"Mike is one of the climaxes of my
show," Bissette said. "I give examples
of artists who worked before him in a
WINTER
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similar style. Rory Hayes was one of
them-he’d do rather childish horror
stories with Teddy Bears and witches.
They’re very primitive artists, very
crude, but also very entertaining and
engaging and strangely effective
because their work plugs into all these
childhood fears. There’s not a lot of
fancy technique. It comes straight
from the gut, and it’s received on that
level."
Comic books are an easy target for
censorship because they continue to be
regarded as primarily for children,
though their adult readership has been
substantial since Superman, Batman
and other superhero comics were best
sellers on military posts during World
War II. Zap Comix, first published in
1968, spawned a raft of adult comic
books. The medium achieved a mea
sure of artistic respect in 1992, when a
Pulitzer Prize was awarded to Art
Spiegelman’s cartoon opus on the
Holocaust, Maus.
Bissette suggests that comics are
more prone to be censored than litera
ture. "What separates the comic book
artist from Henry Miller and D.H.
Lawrence and their censorship battles
is that here we’re dealing with a
graphic medium," he said. "To experi
ence even the most lurid passages of
Tropic of Cancer, you still have to read.
The page itself does not assault you. It
is just a page of type. In comics, it is
entirely different. That image on the
page goes directly into the conscious
and subconscious mind."
Almost three years after the Boiled
Angel trial, the principal figures in the
case have changed their circum
stances, but their rhetorical positions
remain the same. Baggish is now in
private practice as a criminal defense
lawyer in Clearwater, but he still wrote
the follow-up brief to answer Lirot’s
first appeal. He keeps tabs on publici
ty about the case.
In a funny sort of way, Baggish
comes across as if he were Diana’s
biggest fan. He has copies of the Village
Voice cartoon and an article about the
case in Playboy framed and hanging on
his office wall. He has a box of press
clippings on Diana, such as an
Intcrr’icw magazine photo spread in
which the cartoonist is posed like
Christ on the cross. Baggish even has a
video tape of Diana’s appearance on
Midnight Blue, a public access cable TV
24
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show in New York City hosted by Al
Goldstein, a veteran of the free-speech
wars as publisher of Screw magazine.
One afternoon, the former state
attorney played the tape on his office
VCR, fast forwarding to the point
where Goldstein launched into a
tirade against the prosecutor of Diana.

i

Baggish chortled at being called a
"redneck Nazi" by the Screw publish
er.
"He’s an exploiter and a parasite,
a pornographer and peddler of smut,
and I take that as flattery to be pillo
ried by the likes of Al Goldstein," he
said. "If that’s the best Mike Diana can
do in the way of a defender, he’s not a
very good poster child for the cartoon
industry."
Diana, for his part, is unrepentant.
Asked if his idea of obscenity has been
altered by his experience, the cartoon
ist said no. "I thought it was obscene
that I was being charged just for draw
ing. It offended me how the whole
court procedure went. It took the jury
90 minutes to come back with a verdict
when it took the judge about 30 min
utes just to explain the obscenity law. I

think the jury was just tired and want
ed to go home."
Lirot expects Diana to persist in
appealing his conviction in much the
same manner that the lawyer’s princi
pal client, Joe Redner, has done over
the years. "You’ve got to have tenacity
in cases like this," Lirot said. "Joe
Redner and Mike Diana have a lot in
common in that respect because they
both believe in what they’re doing,
and they’ll take the heat. I think Mike
feels like he’s carrying the torch for the
entire artistic community."
Freed from the terms of his proba
tion while his conviction is being
appealed, Diana moved last summer
to New York’s East Village. He was
glad to be out of Pinellas County.
"Here I don’t have to worry about
people pointing at me, being called a
serial killer," he said.
He was trying to make his way as
a freelance illustrator, though the mar
ket for his work would seem limited.
"I’ve gotten a few drawing jobs from
places that probably never would have
published my art if it wasn’t for the
case, but I’m not getting rich." he said,
citing a Wired magazine article that he
illustrated. He also has done cartoons
for Screw.
When his trial was still fresh in the
public mind, Diana enjoyed a certain
celebrity, making appearances at
comic-book conventions and hitting
the talk-show circuit. A small publish
er in Chicago put out a paperback
compilation of his cartoons called The
Worst of Boiled Angel and there was a
show at the publisher’s art gallery that
resulted in the sale of a few original
drawings for several hundred dollars
a piece. However, the network news
programs that had expressed an inter
est in doing stories on him backed off
when they got a look at his drawings.
Diana has produced no more edi
tions of Boiled Angel, but his subject
matter hasn’t really changed. "I’m
working on acrylic paintings, decora
tive looking things in bright neon col
ors," he said. "I’ve got this one big
painting of three severed penises that
are kind of crisscrossed with candycane sticks. It represents the case of a
child molester in Washington who
wanted to get castrated."*
John Fleming is arts writer for the St.
Petersburg Times. He was formerly edi
tor of Georgia Trend Magazine.
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2LiveCrew
Reooaithdered

Legal, yes, but what about responsibility?
3V LEOWAIW J

he ice cream man was
ringing his bell, a
tinny jingle rising
above the dirty street.
In other places, a
sweet sound is calling
children out from the
nooks and crannies of
their day to beg quarters and rush out
to buy treats that make their faces
sticky and spoil their dinner.
On this day and in this place, this
Miami housing project, the children
barely noticed. They were busy with
other things. A line of them, little girls
all, were practicing a dance routine on
the sidewalk. Bound by a jackhammer
beat, enslaved by an unintelligible
chant, chests thrusting and receding in
a blur, backsides poked out like lips,
hips undulating as if promising
unbearably sexual joys. Little girls.
The oldest couldn’t have been more
than nine.
Seeing it made me grieve. And I
resented the ice cream man’s sweet
chimes. They seemed a cruel com

PITTS Jr

ment on the moment, like putting cap
and gown on a retarded man. Not that
anyone paid attention. The little girls
were too immersed in their music, too
involved in doing a nasty dance.
I shook my head in wonder. They
were so young, but already they had
the moves down cold.
Which seems an appropriate place
to begin if we are going to dredge forth
once again the tale of Luther
Campbell, 2 Live Crew, and the twoand-a-half year legal battle to ban their
lewd and crude brand of rap music. In
1990, a Broward County sheriff, egged
on by a Dade County fundamentalist,
sought to save the children by pro
scribing the 2 Live Crew they lovedsongs like "Me So Horny" and "Put
Her In The Buck." Phineas Barnum
himself could not have orchestrated a
better show than the one that resulted.
Before it was over, it would spill
onto the editorial pages around the
country, draw the spotlight of talk
show titans like Geraldo Rivera and
Phil Donahue, ignite a national debate

on freedom of speech, cross a mine
field of racial politics and American
hypocrisy, become a rallying point for
the religious right, induce jurists and
lawyers to speak with potty mouths in
open court and, not incidentally, make
an unlikely First Amendment poster
boy out of a ghetto child with a dirty
smile named Luther Campbell.
Middle-aged
white
lawmen
would try in court to decipher a youth
ful, black patois. A TV reporter would
wander away from a press conference
wondering aloud if her station would
allow her to say "Me So Horny" on the
air. And jurors would send a judge a
note wondering if it was okay to
laugh.
The First Amendment has always
left us dangling thus, suspended not
just between high drama and low
comedy, but between the pinnacle of
principle and the hard-packed soil of
the every day and the real. It has
always been a difficult balancing act,
and more than one person has won
dered why bother, especially in this
WINTER
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case- Why use those lofty principles to
protect songs about ingesting semen
and licking anuses?
Songs in which a woman is
promised that her breast will bleed?
Which is, of course, the whole
point of the principle. If this is not
protected, then what is? Evolution
theory? Unions? Anti-slavery tracts?
Each was, at some point in American
history, just as controversial and con
demned as Luther Campbell ever was.
So we made those familiar old
arguments, all of us high-minded,
principle-driven worker bees of the
Fourth Estate. and then we went away
feeling soiled, wondering at the pass
to which principle had brought us.
It may be a poor balm for con
science, but for the record, 2 Live Crew
did spring from a tradition with deep
roots in African-American culturejust as Luther Campbell always
claimed. Before there was 2 Live
Crew, there were Blowfly, Leroy and
Skillet and the immortal Redd Foxx
among others, makers of raw, scato
logical humor captured on so-called
party records. Meaning records that
you put on with friends, late at night
when work was finished and drinks
were on the table and kids were in bed
28
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and the mood was mellow and loose
and you could pretend not to remem
ber that poverty still beckoned, segre
gation still taunted, and you still felt
lonely up here in the North or out here
in the West, where you had come to
build yourself a life.
It was a life largely hidden from
White America. Sure, there was Redd
Foxx, finding fame in his kinder gen
tler 70s incarnation, Fred Sanford.
And Richard Pryor, too, the giant who
took black party humor into the main
stream, making it broader and more
inclusive. But the rest of it , the heart
of it, they never knew-never heard
this pained laughter born from the
same rich seam in the black psyche
that gave us the blues. The seam that
knows how hard it is, sometimes, to
tell a good laugh from a cry.
That’s where Luther Campbell
comes from. Indeed, he has said on
any number of occasions that his
music was intended to make listeners
laugh. But practically no one heard
him.
Of course, part of the reason is that
he was, let us admit, stunningly inept
at what he said he set out to do His
music was too cruel, spiteful and void
of humanity or love to amuse any but
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the coarsest or most juvenile of tastes.
There was meanness in it, and that
overshadowed everything else.
And so, even parents with Blowfly
albums still hidden away on high clos
et shelves watched Campbell with
alarm and wondered what it was
about his music that made their chil
dren laugh. Even taking into account
the gap between generational tastes,
we knew something here was not
quite right. Something here stank like
decay and spoke not of naughty
humor, but the debasement of human
spirit, the killing of decency while it
was still young and vulnerable.
ut at this turn of the
argument, principle
demands yet another
pound
of
flesh.
Because did anyone
give a damn about
Luther Campbell cor
rupting the innocent
betore tuat corruption began creeping
into the mainstream? Before 2 Live
was on the radio and in major record
store chains and it became possible for
white America’s children to hear black
men spin their satyr’s tales of women
to whom you could do anything that

Iov 2 Live irew seat thu Obscenity Rap
Music in c fradJ.ti. ii 1 Hyperbole and Parody
dward de Grazia’s lengthy history of obscenity in America, Girls Lean Back
Everywhere, concludes with the 2 Live Crew case. In this passage, he
explains, from several viewpoints, how the band beat a charge of obscenity
stemming from a live performance of their songs.
In an account of the 2 Live Crew members’ trial that appeared in The Village
Voice, Lisa Jones reported what two teenage black women, court-house fans of
Luther Campbell, had to say about the prosecution of the music
ANTOINETTE JONES 18: They’re just giving Luke a hard time because he’s
black. He’s trying to make a living like everyone else. If someone wants to listen
to his music that’s their business. What do they think music is? They’re acting like
music is a gun.
LATONIA BROOKS 17: Their lyrics] do have to do with sex and body parts,
but when they rap, they put it all together. It’s not like a man on the street saying
dirty words to you. Their music makes sense. What they’re saying is the truth.
That’s what most people do in bed. I don’t, but that’s what most other people do
in bed.
Unlike the jury that convicted record-store owner Charles Freeman for selling
the "obscene" album, 2 Live Crew’s jury was not all white; it found all three Crew
members not guilty. Two of the white jurors told reporters why they had voted
to acquit.
SUSAN VAN HEMERT JUROR: I basically took it as a comedy.
BEVERLY RESNICK JUROR: This was their way of expressing their inner feel
ings; we felt it had some art in it.
The verdict came after four hours of testimony during which the jurors "spent
hours" listening to, and occasionally laughing at, two garbled tape recordings of a
performance by the group that had been made by under-cover deputies from the
Broward County sheriff’s office. The tapes, one of which had been enhanced by
the police to eliminate background noise, were the prosecutions only evidence.
Defense lawyers Bruce Rogow and Allen Jacobi won the case by producing
expert witnesses to testify about the artistic and political values in the group’s
songs, a strategy like the one that defense lawyers in the Cincinnati Maplethorpe
case had successfully used. One of the 2 Live Crew witnesses, Newsday music
critic John Leland, gave an annotated history of hip-hop music. Another, Duke
-*

pleased you?
But what about Andrew Dice
Clay? What about all the smut shops
and sex purveyors and dirt merchants
who were not black and from the
ghetto? Not to suggest that they got a
free ride, but how was it that Broward
County’s smut police chose to wage
their jihad against 2 Live Crew and
leave those others, relatively, alone?
Fact: America has always been ill
at ease with the notion that black men
might possess and, occasionally, use
sexual organs. Historically, few ideas
have been more threatening, more
disruptive of white American peace of
mind. Think of Sidney Poitier, sexless
and saintly throughout his groundbreaking career. Think of Claude
Neal, murdered by a North Florida
mob in the early 30s because he was
alleged to have raped and killed a
white girl. Think of Emmett Till, kid
napped, clubbed, shot, and thrown
into a Mississippi river in 1955
because he whistled-whistled-at a
white woman. He was all of 14 years
old.
So along comes 2 Live Crew and
they’re doing a lot more than
whistling. Is it so hard to believe that
much of the nation’s hysteria about

University professor and literary critic Henry Louis Gates, Jr, now at Harvard

University placed the music in its African-American oral literary tradition. Gates
explained the ‘signifying," and the use of "hyperbole" and "parody"; he
described why it was that artistic works like "As Nasty As They Wanna Be" were
not to be taken literally. This probably was the evidence which persuaded the jury
that there was at least a reasonable doubt that the music was obscene.
Gates said that the Crew’s lyrics took one of the worst stereotypes about black
men-that they are oversexed animals-and blew it up until it exploded. He also
suggested that the "clear and present danger" doctrine that judges still sometimes
used to justify the suppression of speech was not applicable to the Crew’s music.
PROFESSOR HENRY LOUIS GATES, JR.: There is no cult of violence in this
music. There is no danger at all from these words...being sung. *
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them sprang from fears so old and
ingrained that we never thought to
question them or even to give them a
name? No, not hard to believe at all.
But ultimately, that’s the simple
part of all of this. Race, the First
Amendment, these are slam dunks.
Issues that are ugly, but at the same
time, easy
What about responsibility?
It is the question too slippery for
principle. Significantly, it is the only
one that seemed to make Luther
Campbell flinch-if only a little-dur
ing the whole smelly ordeal.
In replying to the questions about
his responsibility to the greater good,
Campbell was fond of reminding peo
ple that no one was forced to buy 2
Live Crew records. He said it was not
up to him to police the listening habits
of other people’s children. He pointed
out that he had troubled himself to
release "clean" counterparts to his
dirty songs. All of which
is off point. None of
which addresses the
question:
What about responsi
bility? What about the
notion that putting foul
ness in the way of chil
dren is simply wrong?
What does it say
about him, about all of
us, that things grown-up
folks used to entertain
themselves late at night when children
were tucked in bed have now become
staples of the radio? A club act per
formed for screaming thousands?
What does it mean that we live in the
absence of shame? Isn’t it incumbent
upon each of us, at some point, to
stand up and say, I won’t do this,
because this is wrong?
Half a decade later, there are ques
tions that still await answers. To my
knowledge, Campbell has never
addressed them. Maybe he can’t.
I sat there on a Liberty City street
that day and mourned the things we
have lost. Little girls did a nasty dance
with knowing lewdness while the ice
cream bell rang with a desperation
and futility, trying to call them back to
childish things.
Leonard Pitts, Jr. is a nationally syn
dicated columnist based in Washington.
He covered the arts-and the 2 Live Crew
controversy-for the Miami Herald.
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question for parents: What would you do if you discovered that some-

‘I-

one was encouraging your sons to kill people indiscriminately, to find
* fun in beating and raping girls, and to use the word "motherf--er" at
least once in every sentence?
Our guess is that you would want that person arrested or run out of town.
Well you’d probably be shocked to learn then, that one of the primary voices in
,

our children’s lives is teaching those very lessons-and profiting handsomely
from it.
The distributors of these messages are the five corporations that dominate
the US. record industry-Time Warner, Sony, BMG, Polygram, and EMI. These
companies have an aural pipeline into the minds of millions of adolescents and,
unbeknownst to most parents, that pipeline is channeling a steady stream of
mental poison.
The music we are talking about is not to be confused
with some of the rock songs of past decades that trig
gered minor controversies in their time. Starkly put, "If
We All F--", a rap song distributed by EMI, represents a
quantum leap from the Rolling Stones’ "Let’s Spend The
Night Together"...
It is important for influential corporations to be able
to say there are some things too vile for them to profit
from. In other words, we ask no more of them than to adhere to basic standards
articulated by BMG President and CEO Strauss Zelnick, who said recently, "There
is no question that the First Amendment would allow us to do whatever we want,
but I believe we are all editors, and editors have a social responsibility and
responsibility to themselves to decide what they want to publish....There’s clear
ly a line that we won’t cross."
Sadly, it seems that many record executives are suffering from First
Amendment-itis, a chronic syndrome that blinds the afflicted to their responsi
bilities and leads them to confuse liberty with license. That is why we are con
tinuing our campaign-the Revolt of the Revolted-and asking these five corpora
tions to open their eyes to the damage they are doing. The time has come to stop
spreading this cultural pollution and to borrow a phrase from Crosby, Stills, &
Nash, to start to teaching our children well.*
William J. Bennett, a former U.S. Secretary of Education, is co-dorector of
Empower America. The group provided the column from which this is extracted.

WILL YOUR BANK BE
GONE BEFORE YOU ARE?
SUCCESSFUL WEALTH MANAGEMENT
IS MEASURED IN GENERATIONS.
ome individuals who have spent a lifetime accumulating
substantial wealth may have heightened concern that their
bank or trust company may be vulnerable to the disruptive
effects of a merger or acquisition.

Of greatest concern to some is that the selection of an
Executor and Trustee, by its very nature, should be one that
will last for generations. Oftentimes a merged institution bears
little resemblance to the predecessor in terms of focus,philos
ophy and service. At Bessemer, we have dedicated ourselves
exclusively to the management of wealth since 1907. Our
unique combination of investment, fiduciary and tax exper
tise, and experience with real estate and private companies
have allowed us to successfully administer and settle some of
America’s largest and most complex estates and trusts.
Our private ownership and unique commitment ensure a
level of continuity and service to the future generations of a
family rarely found in today’s banking institutions. Today, we
supervise over $12 billion of assets for some 750 clients and
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would like to learn more about Bessemer and its services,
please call or write Frank E. Helsom at 561 655-4030.

Bessemer Trust
ENHANCING PRIVATE FORTUNES FOR GENERATIONS
Bessemer Trust Company of Florida, 222 Royal Palm Way, Palm Beach, Florida 33480
The Bessemer Trust Companies: Offices in New York, Palm Beach, Miami, Naples,
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What You Gm and Qumot
Say About Cuba in Flcntla
Reflections on a Conference Disrupted

n October 1992, the De
partment of History at the
University
of
South
Florida sponsored a con
ference celebrating the
founding of the Cuban
Revolutionary Party in
Tampa a century earlier.
Its topic was Jose Marti and the Cuban
patriot’s efforts to mobilize emigres hi
Florida during the 1890s.
Funded by the Florida Humanities
Council, the three-day meeting attract
ed distinguished scholars from across
the nation as well as local historians
and journalists and Tampa civic lead
ers. Also invited were three distin
guished scholars from Cuba. The con
ference addressed Cuban themes, of
course, for Marti was a decisive force
in shaping the Cuban nation. But
equally it dealt with the history of
Tampa, so intertwined with Cuba’s.
The community’s deep Cuban roots
are a source of lore and much civic
pride and pleasure. So the ground
was laid for a successful international
symposium to commemorate impor
tant moments in local history.
But not everyone in Tampa greet
ed the conference with enthusiasm
and approval. Almost from the onset,
the participation of scholars from
Cuba aroused the ire and indignation
of many Cuban emigres who had
arrived to Tampa after 1959. In the
days preceding the conference, listen
ers of local Spanish-language radio
talk programs telephoned to denounce
32
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for hours at a time the participation of
the historians from Havana and, by
extension, the conference, its organiz
ers, the sponsors, and the participants.
Inflammatory rhetoric encouraged
irresponsible charges. The conference,
some alleged, had been organized at
the highest levels of the Cuban gov
ernment, inviting members of the
audience to draw the obvious infer
ence: the conference was a communist
plot concocted in Havana for no good
ends. During these days, I received a
steady stream of anonymous hate calls
and denunciations. A letter signed by
a shadowy Cuban exile group, written
in stilted English, appeared in the uni
versity newspaper, denouncing the
conference as "perverse propaganda"
that "only to listen to it disgusts us."
What followed was perhaps pre
dictable.
The Cuban session, on
Friday evening, October 23, on the
campus of the University of South
Florida, was free and open to the pub
lic. The auditorium filled quickly to
near capacity, almost 300 people,
mostly Cuban emigres, most of whom
had arrived for one purpose: to protest
not to listen.
The auditorium also filled with
tension. The arrival of several local
television news crews was an ominous
sign. They had not appeared at any
other event, and certainly had not
been invited by anyone associated
with the conference. Inside the audi
torium, they proceeded to conduct
interviews with members of the audi-

ence but with no one associated with
the conference. Outside the auditori
um, pickets assembled bearing plac
ards and posters-written in English.
It is clear with hindsight-but was not
at the moment-that the action had
been planned, organized, and staged.
Midway through the session
dozens of members of the audience
erupted in demonstration, marching
up and down the aisles, unfurling the
Cuban flags, and waving placards,
screaming denunciations at the speak
ers, and interrupting the program.
Bedlam seemed to reign. Small groups
of protesters converged on and verbal
ly assailed those in the audience who
had demanded that they be quiet or
leave; throngs of demonstrators lined
the stage, screaming insults and abuse
at the Cuban speakers on the podium..
Film crews raced up and down the
aisles, and the approach of cameras
and glare of lights served to further
incite the protesters. After nearly
forty-five minutes, it was clear that the
program could not continue. The uni
versity police present in the auditori
um could not restore order-not, at
least, without mass arrests. The deci
sion was made to suspend the event.
By this point, however, a larger
concern had developed. A crowd had
assembled menacingly outside the exit
doors. A police detective expressed his
concern for the safety of the Cuban
speakers, and summoned to the audi
torium all university police officers on
duty that night, a total of fifteen, to

erald Gee’s marketing students at Florida A & M
were complaining in class about the lack opportu
nities on campus for practical experience in public
relations work. He prodded them to think of ways they
could create such opportunities, but they complained some
more. Frustrated, Gee said he was going to use a term
some would find upsetting and he himself considered
offensive.
Anyone not enterprising enough to make opportunities
instead of waiting for them, he said, "may be guilty of what
some would call a nigger mentality.’
From the look on some of his students’ faces, Gee,
who is white, realized he had overstepped a line.
He apologized.
But a half-dozen students complained to the adminis
tration at the predominantly black school in Tallahassee.
Gee apologized again, formally, to the class and to fel
low faculty members. His further explanation that he had
been attempting an allusion to a 1960s tract, ‘The Student
as Nigger," didn’t help matters much.
To FAMU President Fred Humphries, a white instructor
using the n-word to African-American students was simply
unacceptable.
Humphries suspened Gee and moved to fire him.
Opinion on campus was split, though a number of stu
dents and faculty thought in light of his apologies and the
context, Gee ought to be forgiven. An ordained Methodist
minister, he was viewed as a good instructor, caring toward
his students and their professional aspirations.
The Gee case, since the September 1993 incident has
followed a tortuous course. The Board of Regents ruled that
procedures were not followed and ordered him reinstated
in fall 1994.
But this spring Gee’s contract lapsed, and since he had
not been awarded tenure, he was out of a teaching job.
Gee has sued, alleging racial discrimination, citing
among other reasons that African-Americans use the n
word in performances and conversations without jeop
ardy.
Sources: Tallahassee Democrat, St. Petersburg Times,
Wall Street Journal
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deal with an estimated 100 to 150
unruly protestors.
We arranged for each Cuban
speaker to file out of the building
escorted by persons drawn from what
remained of the friendly audience,
who were in tun flanked by police
officers. They were guided through
screaming crowds, who proceeded to
surround each group and hurl debris
and scream abuse at both the Cuban
scholars and persons who protected
them. The rage was evident, the hate
palpable. One Cuban speaker was
struck by a picket sign. A female his
torian escorting one of the speakers
was taunted with repeated chants of
"Whore!" "Whore!" "Whore!" A male
colleague had his picture taken at close
range by a demonstrator and was
warned: "We know who you are,
we’ve got your picture, and we’re
going to cut your balls off." "Chaos
erupted," the local newspaper report
ed the following day and added:
"Friday’s discussion turned ugly."
In the days that followed, the
Spanish-language radio talk programs
continued to attack the Cuban schol
ars, the university for hosting the
event, and me for organizing the con
ference. Another letter appeared in the
university newspaper, this one placing
full responsibility for the disorders on
me. I was identified as "the true insti
gator of this embarrassing event," and
concluded: "It was by his design that
the incident was provoked."
The disruption of the program
raised a number of larger questions,
many with implications that went far
beyond the events of Friday night.
The challenge to academic freedom
and the "market place of ideas" notion
of the academy were, of course, obvi
ous issues, and reactions were as swift
as they were unanimous. All faculty
and students present that evening
were scandalized by the behavior of
people one sociologist characterized as
"barbarians." "I was embarrassed by
the experience," commented a histori
an who had served as an escort, "feel
ing somehow that I should have been
able to say or do something that
would definitively have ended it, or
avoided it but had failed to." These
views were also expressed in subse
quent days by members of the larger
university community, although at
times it seemed that campus annoy34
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ance was due less to the actual disrup
tion than to the fact the disruption had
been caused by "outsiders," who had
come into the temple and then pro
ceeded to desecrate the sacred
grounds and trample the articles of
faith by which we academics order our
lives.
The response by the then universi
ty president, Frank Borkowski, was
forceful and eloquent. "There is not
even the remotest excuse for the bigot
ed acts of attacking speakers," he

wrote in an open letter to the universi
ty. And to another issue he added:
"The appearance and participation of
community members is always wel
come as long as they understand and
respect the fundamental right of free
dom of expression without harass
ment."
These views were echoed by many
in the greater Tampa community.
Many reacted with a mixture of
embarrassment and shame; others
were angry and indignant.
The Cuban scholars had been in
Tampa almost a week before their pre
sentation, and in the course of that
time they had met many community
leaders. They proved to be charming,
and engaging, and most of all they
shared local residents’ enthusiasm and
passion for Tampa history. Hospitality
and a shared occasion had been
marred, embarrassingly, by mob
behavior, and few fail to note the obvi
ous irony: that those who had emi
grated from Cuba to obtain freedom of

expression had displayed no com
punction about denying it to others.
As the conference director and
member of the academic community, I
shared and, at one time or another,
expressed to others in the immediate
aftermath all those reactions. As pro
gram organizer I experienced personal
pique at the disruption, for this was
my conference, and the Cuban schol
ars were my guests, and they were on
my campus. I had failed to provide
even the minimum guarantees for
their scholarly presentations and
almost defaulted on guaranteeing
their personal safety. The demonstra
tors were indeed barbarians, I con
cluded, rabble, riff-raff. I was enor
mously gratified-and reassured-at
the near unanimous condemnation of
the protesters and pleased too that the
presence of the scholars from Cuba
was defended and supported.
Up to this point the issues seemed
easily and clearly defined. But reac
tions that at first seemed entirely rea
sonable and wholly sensible soon
assumed far-reaching implications,
and pointed to directions that were
both ambiguous and ominous.
The disruption of the program
was the latest in the series of assaults
against any act or event in Florida that
suggests dialogue with Cuba and
Cubans, and to which the resources
and energy of many Cuban exile orga
nizations in Florida have been dedicat
ed. The mere presence of scholars from
Cuba challenged the hegemony of
intolerance that for so long has served
to shape much of the discourse about
Cuba in Florida. These are not new
conditions, of course, they ebb and
flow-sometimes better, sometimes
worse. Lately we appear to have fall
en on very hard times. In August 1992,
the American Watch/Fund for Free
Expression condemned the "climate of
intimidation and harassment" that
prevails in Miami and governs public
discussion about Cuba. Floridians are
generally aware of this climate of
intolerance, of course, but it intrudes
little into their lives; it is a "Cuban
thing," and what Cubans do to
Cubans about Cuba is, presumably,
wholly a Cuban matter.
Those who disrupted the Marti
conference, however, unwittingly
crossed a threshold: they entered a
realm where the rules of behavior are

quite different from those to which
Floridians have more or less acqui
esced to Cubans vis-a-vis Cuba. They
had intruded into the world of nonCubans, where such disruptive behav
ior evoked images of facist hooligans
and goon squads, where contempt for
the rights of others the majority, in
this case and disrespect for local tra
ditions of the larger community, in
this instance are tolerated not at all.
The protesters could hardly appreciate
the implications of their actions and
the irony of their situation: intolerance
by Cubans was nurturing intolerance
of Cubans
"Jeez," one student commented to
me, "I had always heard that Cubans
were an excitable and rowdy people,
but this was really amazing." "What
do you expect?" responded another
student. "They’re Cubans!" A col
league denounced the "flagrant disre
gard of those attackers of basic rights
we citizens have in the United States."
Condemnations extended beyond
the protesters and implicated, howev
er indirectly and unintentionally, the
Latin community at large. "Those
who came to USF to foment discord
warned Borkowsky "bring dis
grace to the larger community from
which they came." No malice afore
thought here, only a reflection of a
moment, of a place-but with implica
tions.
And, indeed, the community from
which they came has for years been
subject to scrutiny and suspicion. The
arrival of the Mariel emigres in the
early 1980s aroused deep resentment
among vast numbers of Floridians.
Letters to newspaper editors across
the state heaped unrelenting abuse
and scorn upon Cubans. "They didn’t
come here to help keep freedom,"
wrote one citizen, "they came for the
free ride, free housing, free food, free
money. Our taxpayers and elderly do
not have it as good as they will."
Some went so far as to advocate out
lawing political immigration. These
sentiments have not disappeared.
They surfaced anew in the intervening
years, and assumed new forms as new
waves of immigrants arrived.
The disruption of the Marti confer
ence offers an occasion to ponder the
consequences of intolerance. On the
matter of the future of academic pro
grams, the issue is self evident. The

University of South Florida, as well as
the University of Florida and other
colleges have organized subsequent
conferences and symposiums to treat
themes that relate to Cuba. Indeed, so
closely linked is the history of Florida
to the history of Cuba that it would be
inconceivable, if not preposterous, for
Floridians to deny the Cuban sources
of the Florida past. Insofar as scholars
in Cuba are in a position to inform us,
to add to our understanding of a past
that we once shared in common, as
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long as scholars from Cuba can
advance an understanding about our
selves, their participation should be
eagerly sought and their presence
warmly welcomed.
Such events continue to arouse
the ire and indignation of many in the
Cuban exile community. This is unfor
tunate. The presence of scholars from
Cuba encourage some to seize the
occasion to deny dialogue and disrupt.
That is even more unfortunate. But
most unfortunate of all is the degree to
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Songs of a Housewife
Edited by Rodger L. Tarr
"A fascinating tapestry woven from the

lives of women who had won the right
to vote a mere six years earlier, In
Songs of a Housewife, we hear the voice
of an emerging feminist, a voice that
stubbornly and-given the political
climate of the 1920s.-courageously
insists that women be respected.
FansofMariorie Kinnan Rawlings will
be surprised and ultimatelydelighted
by this long overdue collection."
-Connie May Fowler
May. Cloth. $24.95
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In Miami, Artists Are the Targets of Anti-Castro Intolerance
t has been two decades now since Miami radio executive Emilio
Milian, who had criticized anti-Castro terrorists on the air, had
both his legs blown off by a car bomb.
In the years since, Castro has changed from Communist strongman menancing the hemisphere to an aging and isolated dictator.
You might suppose that the edge has gone
off Florida’s tradition of fierce protests
against people and events deemed to be
soft on Castro.
But the course of 1996 events in
Miami suggests otherwise:
* Gerardo Rubalcala, an esteemed
Cuban jazz pianist, gave a performance in
the city in April. About 200 protesters
yelled insults, spat on and physically
assaulted concertgoers. Rubalcala lives
oc;itt Førnes
outside Cuba now but has never publicly
broken with the Castro regime.
* In July someone threw a Molotov cocktail through the win
dow of Centro Vasco, a popular restaurant and music hall. The
club’s offense? It had scheduled a performance by 73-year-old
Rosita Fornes a "showgirl" who lives in Cuba. Her two-night book
ing was cancelled.
* A subsequent attempt to schedule a performance by Fornes
at the Jackie Gleason Theater in Miami Beach also fell through after
the theater, under intense public pressure, demanded the booking
agent post a huge bond against damages.
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Fornes, who describes herself as apolitical and stays in Cuba to
care for an aging mother, told the Miami Herald, "Its a shame. But
I don’t think all Cuban exiles are like that. The ones who did this
have either forgotten me or never knew me."
The Herald, too, found hopeful signs amid the fresh incidents
of thuggery. A special report on intoler
ance in July concluded that "recent
blowups are the exceptions that prove a
new reality: a current toward moderation
that is gaining momentum, a growing
number of exiles no longer playing to the
intransigence of the old guard."
Indeed there were some steps toiward
openess this year too: for instance, a radio
debate between anti-Castro stalwart Jorge
Mas Canosa and an official of the regime.
Floridians, and indeed other Miami
Latins, have difficulty understanding the intensity of feeling that
would lead someone to disrupt a performance or acadmeic confer
ence. But to the most passionate of the exiles, Castro is far worse
than a bad leader; they feel literally dispossessed by his regime and
see him as responsible for the pain of exile from their homeland.
Nor are such sentiments necessarily unique to the Cuban situ
ation. Would a retrospective of Leni Riefenstahl’s films play in
Miami Beach?
Sources: The Miami Herald, interviews with Enrique Fernandez
and Marcello Rodriguez.

which these actions serve to advance
the designs of bigots and racists, who
will seize Cuban tolerance as a conve
nient means with which to justify their
own intolerance.
The politics of some Cuban exiles
may well complicate the tranquility of
all Latin residents. florida has long
established nativist traditions. The Ku
Klux Klan is not an unfamiliar pres
ence in this state, and many an old
Cuban cigarworker retains vivid recol
lections of Klan violence against emi
gre communities during the l920s and
1930s.
Somewhere between the pursuit
of legitimate academic and intellectual
pursuits, in the face of threats, intimi
dation, and hate calls, and the necessi
ty to repudiate the disruptive presence
of elements of the Cuban exile popula
tion, a space must be found to break
the cycle of intolerance. These circum
stances place people of good will in an
enormously anomalous situation as
they seek to condemn intolerance of
some without encouraging the intoler
ance of others.
With the fall of the Soviet Union,
prediction of the imminent collapse of

socialism in Cuba heightened expecta
tions among many in Cuban emigre
communities in Florida. Those expec
tations have since shown early signs of
strain, an inability to be sustained in
the face of the persistence of socialism
in Cuba. Expectations seem again to
have been misplaced, with an atten
dant increase in the shrillness to the
tone in the discourse about Cuba.
Despair and desperation mount, so too
do frustration and intolerance. These
may be difficult moments indeed to

pursue the free and open exchange of
ideas in Florida, particularly when
such an exchange involves dialogue
with an about Cuba. But this intoler
ance risks not only deferring dialogue
with Cuba, it may also preclude dia
logue within Florida.
Louis A. Perez, Jr. is a professor of his
tory at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. He previously taught at the
University of South Florida. This story is
adapted from a piece he wrote for the Latin
American Studies Association Forum.
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A Century of Cuban Writers
in Florida
Carolina Hospital and
Jorge Cantera, eds.
1-56164-104-9
256 Pp. $14.95
An anthology of poetry and prose by Cuban
writers who lived or live today in Florida,
including José Marti, Juana Borrero, and
Ricardo Pau-Llosa. An introduction by the
editors examines the Cuban contribution
to Florida’s heritage.

Guide to

Florida Ilistorical
Walking Tours
Roberta Sandier
1-56164-105-7
288 pp. 814.95

ROBERTA SkIJDLEO

Put on your walking shoes and experience
the heart of Florida’s history, people, and
architecture. Thirty-two self-guided ventures
are outlined here, with concise and interesting histories along the way.

AlSO NEW

For information write or call:
Key West Literary Seminar
419 Petronia St, Key West, FL 33040
305/293-9291 * fax 305/293-0482
e-mail keywestlit@earthlink.ner
HUMANITIES
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Ghosts of the Green Swamp

Florida’s Editorial Cartoonists

Lee Gramling

S. L. Harrison, ed.

The fifth in our series of Cracker Westerns
rip-roarin’ tales fell of adventure, real heroes,
and vivid, authentic details that bring
Florida’s history to life,

1-56164-108-1
144 pp. 189 cartoons $14.95

Hh 1-56164-120-0 $14.95
Pb 1-56164-126-X 88.95 296 pp.

PINEAPPLE

In an era of mass syndication and vanishing
newspapers, Floridians can take pride that
these 16 editorial cartoonists flourish in
our state. Their work is collected here, with
commentary by the editor.

PRESS books are found in good bookstores around
Call 800-PINEAPL 746-3275 for a free catalog.

Pineapple Press, P.O. Box 3899, Sarasota, FL 34230
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free Speech or Hate Speech?
Depending on your viewpoint, pornography A encourages
violence against women B deserves First Amendment
protection or C is just plain problematic.
éed to
?tz apologizing
‘omen

Porn’s Deferrers
n March 1993, feminist Robin
Morgan lectured on the St.
Petersburg campus of the
University of South Florida, an
event sponsored by the Florida
Humanities Council. During the ques
tion-and-answer period after her talk,
this exchange on pornography and cen
sorship took place.
QUESTION: What is your view
of the connection between pornogra
phy and violence to women? What
can we do about it without getting
into censorship?
MORGAN: Early in the 1970s, I
wrote a piece with the refrain,
"pornography is the theory; rape is
the practice
By now we do have
value-free studies that show a very
real correlation between pornogra
phy, especially violent pornography,
and violence against women. When
we see anti-Semitic propaganda in
Berlin, we know it is not unconnect
ed to Kristallnacht. When we see Ku
Klux Klan materials, we know it is
not unconnected to crosses being
burned on people’s lawns. Why is it
only when women are concerned,
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that this is not a form of hate speech?
Why is it only in this case that we get
hysterical and say that women must
be brown-shirts and they’re into cen
sorship?
I have been an anti-pornography
feminist for more than 20 years. I
don’t know of anyone who has
called for the banning or burning of
books.... On the contrary, what we
have been trying to do is exercise our
First Amendment rights by educat
ing about the effects of this. The
very creative approach through the
city
ordinances co-written
by
Catherine MacKinnon and Andrea
Dworkin is a very interesting one
because it does not involve criminal
proceedings, it does not involve the
banning of anything.
It simply
gives the victim of pornographywhether she is a woman who has
been forced into the business, as
many are, or whether she is a
woman who has been battered by
her husband because she wouldn’t
perform acts he had read about in
pornography and we know many
such cases-a right to civil action
and maybe even reparations. It does
n’t even ban the material. It is a fair
ly innocuous approach, a civil rights
approach.
And yet the pornocrats’ re
sponse has been to hyperventilate.
In one sense, that’s not surprising.
This is an $11 billion business. It also

has some friends and purveyors in
high places. Let us not forget him
who has such a high respect for the
truth that he uses it sparingly,
Clarence Thomas. He now sits on
the Supreme Court. Doubtless when
pornography cases come up before
the Supreme Court, he will be read
ing them *ith one hand....
In international law, it is clear
ly stated that free speech-which is a
human right-is not an absolute
right. There are cases where it abuts
against hate speech, where, in fact,
its rights end and the right not to
have propaganda toward violence
begins. That is a legal precedent in
the international community for U.S.
women. What has to happen is that
women stop apologizing to men in
the civil libertarian area who are still
defending pornography.
QUESTION:
Isn’t it ironic,
though, that the Playboy Foundation
does a lot of funding of rape crisis
centers?
MORGAN: Most feminist orga
nizations have refused Playboy
Foundation money... You could view
it as reparations, I guess, and say,
"OK, I’ll take it." But I hope we are
coming into an era where, when
Playboy comes with money for solu
tions from the same folks who
brought you the problem, we can
say, "Oh, stuff it."
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By Robyn Blumner
uch
of feminism
today can be divided
into
two
camps.
First
There
are
Amendment
femi
nists
who believe
the
First
Amendment was the engine that
drove the women’s movement, and
any restrictions on expressive free
dom can only be bad for women.
And there are the equality feminists
who look for government to protect
women from anything "subordinat
ing" read sexual. This latter group

M

is often associated with Catherine
McKinnon and Andrea Dworkin,
both of whom believe that sexual
messages are inherently degrading
and dehumanizing to women. They
seek government help in ridding
society of all sexual images and lan
guage that objectify women.
First Amendment feminists such
as Nadine Strossen, president of the
American Civil Liberties Union and
author of Defending Pornography: Free
Speech, Sex, and the Fight for Women’s
Rights, understand that protecting
freedom of speech in all its guises is
fundamental to expanding women’s
equality.
Women’s sexual and intellectual
freedom is interwoven with every
one’s right to speak freely on sexual
matters. In the past, limitations on
sexual
speech
put
Planned

Parenthood
founder
Margaret
Sanger in jail for attempting to edu
cate women about contraception.
And in Canada, which currently cen
sors all books promoting "sexual
demeaning" images and ideas, a
number of lesbian and gay book
stores have been raided. No one is
safe under a regime of censorship,
no matter how noble the cause.
The feminists who turn to gov
ernment to protect their interests are
being blind to history It was the
government’s own laws, intended to
guard the female’s delicate nature,
that protected women right out of
the power to contract or hold certain
jobs. The Mann Act, which prohibit
ed the interstate transportation of
women for "an immoral purpose,"
presumed that women were inca
pable of consentthg to sex.
Nonetheless, equality feminists
among those who continue to insist
that women need to be protected
from the dirty pictures and sexual
jokes in the workplace and that nude
dance clubs and pornographic mag
azines be closed down so that
women can’t work there anymore.
Pornography must be banned
and clubs where women are
admired for their sexuality must be
closed, equality feminists demand,
even though there are many women
who work in the sex trades by
choice. The call for such closings
presumes that women in strip clubs
have no will of their own.
The government, they say, must
cleanse the workplace of anything
sexual-even though implicit in this
demand is the canard that female
sensibilities are too fragile to handle
such offenses. It is the ultimate irony
that these feminists are resurrecting
Victorian notions of womanhood to
advance their cause....
Nothing is more antithetical to
equality than the codification of
WINTER
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every sexist stereotype about female
delicacy. Yet that is precisely what
equality feminists want.
In truth, these feminists have
abandoned their quest for equality
They found
equality
lacking.
Instead, their efforts now focus on
the feminization of society And in
an odd alliance, they are actively
enlisting the paternalism of govern
ment to reach their goal.
The reason for this retreat from
an honest quest for women’s equali
ty is that for some it hasn’t worked.
Equality never promised to make
women’s lives easier, only fairer.
Equal employment opportunities
mean women are now free to com
pete with men in a workaday world
that is demanding and often deni
grating. Part of the equality equation
is that women, like men, are
assumed to be adult enough to han
dle whatever distasteful messages

&
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come their way When that translates
into working in an auto mechanic
shop where pictures of nude women
are posted on the walls, some
women say "I didn’t mean this
equal."
Well, few workplaces were tea
parties before women entered, and
government shouldn’t force them to
start serving crumpets now....
True equality will be obtained
only when women are presumed
capable of working in an environ
ment where dirty words are used,
and only when they are presumed
competent to choose their sex part
ners and moneymaking endeavors.
Now, if only the feminists would get
out of their way
Robyn Blumner is a lawyer and
director of the Florida ACLU. This piece
is adapted, with her permission, from a
column that first appeared in the St.
Petersburg Times June 23, 1996.

Government
Doesift Brood
Enough About Sex
dward de Grazia inter
viewed novelist Norman
Mailer and freelance writer
Marcia Palley on free speech
issues surrounding pornog
raphy. This is an excerpt from Girls
Lean Back Everywhere, de Grazia’s
history of the law of obscenity in
America.
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NORMAN MAILER: I directed
one film recently where I had a guy
and a girl in bed. And it made me
slightly uneasy
I felt uneasy
because I wasn’t sure I’d be ready to
be the actor in such a scene.
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Long before "natural" became a marketing
buzz word, Aubrey Organics was a natural
company. Our labels have always carried
the message loud and clear. No chemical
additives. No mineral oils. No artificial
ingredients of any kind. Over 140 handcraft
ed products-shampoos, conditioners,
cleansers, astringents, moisturizers, makeup,
baby products and more-all completely
natural and preserved with citrus seed
extract and vitamins A, C and F.
For nearly 30 years our products have car
ried the Auhrey Organic? guarantee-100%
synthetic-free and never tested on animals.
Look for us in better health food stores everywhere,
or call l-800-ALJBREY H 1-800-282-7394 to
order our u0-coior catalog.

,7.ALJBREYa
ORGANJIDS
4419 N. Manhaltan Ave., Tampa, FL 33614

It wasn’t
a
pornographic
scene-they
were making love
under the covers. But nonetheless,
from the girl’s point of view, she was
fairly exposed. She was wearing a
bikini but not the top. And I ended
up feeling like the towel-boy in a
whorehouse.
But nonetheless, if it’s necessary
to the film, it’s necessary to the film.
MARCIA PALLEY: And there are
other knotty issues: Are live sex
shows pornographic acts or expres
sions
covered
by
the
First
Amendment? What can be done
about the treatment of women in the
sex industry? How do feminist anti
porners expect to prevent anti-porn
laws from being used to impound
literature in favor of gay rights? A
pro-choice stance on abortion? Or
birth control? Margaret Sanger was
imprisoned
for
disseminating

"obscene" material.
If preventing violence is their
goal, and assuming that people imi
tate films and books, why is the tar
get of their efforts sexual imagery
And who would be entrusted to
judge which images violate civil
rights?
NORMAN MAILER: You can get
into very difficult questions, because

if you’re going to say "Well what
about your children?," then like any
one else I have that knee-jerk reflex:
"Of course not! In the case of chil
dren you’ve got to prosecute
But
what if you have a girl who’s nine
teen years old or twenty-three years
old and has the mental age of a five
year old? You get into very knotty
questions there...
I just don’t want the authority in
the government to be the judge of
these behaviors, because by training
by temperament, by prejudice,
they’re simply not equipped to
understand the human experience
involved. Anybody who ends up on
the top of government in one place
or another has not spent his life
brooding about sex.
I’m for liberty of it to the degree
they’re against it. To the degree
they’re for it, I get worried about
it. U

Travel Florida With The Best.
FLORIDA HERITAGE

is simply the only travel magazine devoted to

Florida’s historic and cultural sites and events. Stunning photography
and well-crafted words show you Florida like you’ve never seen
before. Four times a year, you’ll journey to historic museums
and collections, battle reenactments, restored opera houses,
it

old homes and hotels, sunken ships, carefully preserved
communities, folklife events and more. Published by the Florida
Division of Historical Resources. Available by subscription or through
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Past, Present, and Future

W

hen I was thirteen, I read "The Miller’s Tale"
for the first time. It was a transformational
moment, one reason I’m a writer today: I had
no idea that literature could be so alive, so damn funny.
It was also the prologue to a prolonged involvement
with censorship that began in 1986 when the school
board in Lake City banned the high-school humanities
textbook because it contained "The Miller’s Tale" and
Lysistrata. I was stunned. I thought censorship was a
thing of the past, or of fiction-Fahrenheit 451. Three
other parents and I tried to rally support for the book, but
people refused to speak out. The board refused to
rescind its decision.
Sickened by this, my husband and I moved to nearby
Live Oak where the school board hadn’t banned books.
Then, in 1991, a parent asked the board to ban Of Mice and
Men, but this time there was an outcry against censor
ship. Steinbeck was reinstated.
I told this tale of two towns in my book Stifled
Laughter, and I thought, well, that’s that, a thing of the
past, until January 1993 when our son found five words
erased in his school’s copy of The Indian in the
Cupboard-one hell and four hecks.
"They’re expurgating the expurgations!" my hus
band exclaimed.
When I asked the librarian who might have done it,
she said proudly, "1 did." She’d been erasing offensive
words and pictures for years.
The school adopted a policy prohibiting staff from
defacing books.
That August, I joined the faculty of the Florida State
Film School and moved to Tallahassee. It seemed like
Mecca to me. I was sure I’d left censorship back in the
backwater until October when State Attorney Willie
Meggs launched a war on porn against Mom-and-Pop
video stores. Most removed their adult tapes, but Movie
Time didn’t. Meggs pressed criminal obscenity charges
against Movie Time for renting a gay male video,
Knockout.
The following spring, 1994, while Florida v. Movie
Time moved through judicial hearings, the state school
prayer bill rolled into town. Students would pray
whether they liked it or not. I joined others in testifying
to the Senate about the religious harassment we had wit-
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nessed in schools where prayer was allowed. One of the
bill’s most ardent opponents, Rabbi Garfein, asked the
bill’s sponsor, Charles Williams of Live Oak, to listen to
those testifying, whereupon Williams had Garfein eject
ed, which rested our case. The prayer bill was defeated.
In May 1995, Florida v. Movie Time went to trial.
Defense attorney Ed Stafman asked me to be an expert
witness on film. I agreed. Ed mounted a brilliant
defense, and the jury was only out thirty minutesincluding a cigarette break-before it returned a verdict
of not guilty.
But this didn’t knock out the censors. Last spring Ed
called me about a second criminal obscenity case, and
like a bad dream, the school prayer bill was back. It
would be law if Governor Chiles hadn’t blessedly vetoed.
But it will be back again. So will legislation to censor
the Net. And TV. violence. And controversial lyrics. Not
to mention those golden oldies-book banning and burn
ing.
There was a time when I didn’t think I would
encounter censorship in my life, much less once a year,
but now I know it will not go away. An L.A. Times edi
torial writer Phil Kerby, put it, "Censorship is the
strongest drive in human nature. Sex is a weak second."
Censorship is eternal.
The antidote, as Jefferson knew, is eternal vigilance.
He didn’t mean eternal like the eternal flame they turn
off at night at Oral Roberts University how I laughed
over that; he meant everlasting. Censors don’t sleep.
They burn books while we’re sleeping.
And books don’t just burn at 451 degrees Fahrenheit,
as Ray Bradbury reminds us in his afterword. They burn
whenever someone censors a word. Or an illustration.
Or a passage that’s vulgar. Or a high-school humanities
textbook. They burn whenever someone takes out the
fire.

I know I wouldn’t be writing-or fighting censor
ship, for that matter if the Chaucer I read years ago had
been bowdlerized. And that would be just fine with cen
sors. U
Claudia Johnson is author of Stifled Laughter, an account
of censorship that won the Pen First Amendment Award. She
lives in Tallahassee and Live Oak and teaches at Florida State
University.
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Jhey came to fish in the clear spring waters.
They gathered on porch swings to swap stories
and songs. They shared their love of the region
through their art and their architecture

...

their

crafts and their cuisine. Gather with us for a weekend
in-residence, March 2 1-23, 1997, as we explore the history, peoples. environment and
cultural heritage of the Homosassa Springs region. Scholars, artists, historians and
local guides will join together to provide a wealth of experiences, as we take you off
the highway and straight into the heart of one of the most intriguing regions in
Florida. It all comes together at The Florida Gathering. Where those who know about,
care about, or seek to learn more about Florida find common ground.
here’s a place for you under our tent! For a full schedule and registration
information, send your name and address to FHC@acomp.usf.edu or call the
Florida Humanities Council at 813-272-3473.
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Booksand nitndssealed shut are
the theme of a
series of works
by Miami sculptor
Joe Nicastri.
For opposing
libertarian and
conservative
views of the
issue, see page 4.
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